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This article reviews recent developments in multiresolution analysis that make it a powerful tool for
the systematic treatment of the multiple length scales inherent in the electroniic structure of matter.
While the focus is on electronic structure, the advances described herein are useful for nonlinear
problems in the physical sciences in general. Among the reviewed developments is the exact
construction of multiresolution representations from extremely limited samples of physical fields in
real space. This new and profound result is the critical advance in finally allowing systematic, all
electron calculations to compete in efficiency with state-of-the-art electronic structure calculations
that depend for their celerity upon freezing the core electronic degrees of freedom. This review
presents the theory of wavelets from a physical perspective, provides a unified and self-contained
treatment of nonlinear couplings and physical operators, and introduces a modern framework for
effective single-particle theories of quantum mechanics. [S0034-6861(99)00901-0]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The focus of this review is the application of wavelet
theory to the determination of electronic structure.
Wavelet theory has at its foundation a single, simple
idea: multiresolution analysis (Mallat, 1989; Meyer, 1986;
Meyer, 1990), a relatively recent and mathematically rig-
orous theory of the description of functions which pro-
vides simultaneously for a homogeneous underlying de-
scription of space and the capacity to control and vary
the resolution of this description at will.

Interest in multiresolution analysis and wavelet theory
has mushroomed dramatically since their introduction.
Over 72 monographs have been written on the general
subject of wavelets within the last six years. (For a com-
prehensive review of the literature of the field prior to
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1993, see Pittner, Schneid, and Ueberhuber, 1993.) In
addition to several recent introductory texts (Kaiser,
1994; Hernandez and Weiss, 1996; Strang and Nguyen,
1996; Gopinath, Guo, Burrus, and Burrus, 1997), spe-
cialized monographs are now available which discuss ap-
plications to such wide-ranging fields as chemical engi-
neering (Motard and Joseph, 1994), bio-medical
engineering (Akay, 1997) and applied science
(D’Attellis and Fernandez-Berdaguer, 1997), as well as
the traditional areas of application in mathematics
(Meyer, Coiffman, and Coifman, 1997) and signal pro-
cessing (Suter, 1998). In terms of recent monographs,
those of the greatest relevance to the present discussion
describe the application of wavelets methods to partial
differential equations (Dahmen, Kurdila, and Oswald,
1997; Ainsworth, Levesley, Marletta, Light, and Nu,
1997; Goedecker, 1998).

The well-known fact that the electronic wave func-
tions in molecular and condensed-matter systems vary
much more rapidly near the atomic nuclei than in inter-
atomic regions specifically calls for the capabilities of
multiresolution analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the multi-
scale behavior of electronic wave functions, using the
carbon atom as an example. The curves in the figure
show the Kohn-Sham orbitals of the atom as computed
within the local density approximation (Kohn and Sham,
1965) to density functional theory (Hohenberg and
Kohn, 1964). In the immediate vicinity of the nucleus
and its strong attractive potential, the electrons possess
large kinetic energies, as reflected by high spatial fre-
quencies evident in the orbitals. In this example, the
high-frequency ‘‘core’’ region extends only approxi-
mately 0.5 Bohr radii out from the nucleus in the case of
carbon, beyond which the variations in the wave func-
tions are quite smooth. Resolving the cusps in the s

states of this atom requires a resolution on the order of
0.03 Bohr, which corresponds to a plane wave cutoff
(Payne, Teter, Allan, Arias, and Joannopoulos, 1992) of
nearly 160 000 Rydberg. To provide this resolution uni-
formly throughout a computational cell of 8 bohrs on a
side would require a basis with 16 million coefficients.
The vast majority of these basis functions would be
wasted as they would serve to provide unnecessarily
high resolution outside the core region; only about
16 000 functions would be needed to provide the re-
quired resolution uniformly throughout the core region
defined above.

Multiresolution analysis allows us to add resolution
precisely into the core in a systematic, hierarchical man-
ner. The solid curves in Fig. 1 come from the earliest
reported application of multiresolution analysis to self-
consistent electronic structure calculations in three di-
mensions (Arias, Cho, Lam, and Teter, 1995). Despite
the high resolution needed in the core, these multireso-
lution calculations required fewer that 3000 basis func-
tions and yet produce results nearly indistinguishable
from the output of atomic calculations (appearing as
diamonds in the figure) carried out at essentially infinite
resolution by exploiting spherical symmetry to produce
an effective one-dimensional problem and then using a
very fine radial grid.

Figures 2 and 3 present similar all-electron calcula-
tions for the N2 molecule (Arias, 1995). Figure 2 shows
the lowest energy Kohn-Sham orbital. The 1s symmetry
of the state and the cusps near the nuclei are clearly
visible. Figure 3 shows results for the bond length and
vibrational frequency of the molecule. Using the cubic
fit in the figure, we find a bond length and a spring con-
stant within 0.1% and 7% of experiment, respectively.
Both these and the preceding atomic calculations were
carried out in the same 8-Bohr periodic cell at an effec-
tive resolution resolution corresponding to 16 million
coefficients. Both sets of calculations used the l53 in-
terpolating scaling functions of the product form dis-
cussed in Sec. V.C.4 and the basis restriction strategy
described in Sec. III.A with seven levels of resolution.

FIG. 1. Early electronic structure calculations using multireso-
lution analysis (Arias, Cho, Lam, and Teter, 1995); Kohn-
Sham orbitals of the carbon atom within the local density ap-
proximation from standard atomic software (diamonds) and
multiresolution analysis (curves).

FIG. 2. 1s Kohn-Sham orbital of the nitrogen molecular
dimer in a plane containing both nuclei.
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The succeeding pages lay out the explicit details of
how these and other calculations of electronic structure
have been performed using multiresolution analysis. Al-
though the emphasis of this review is the calculation of
electronic structure, the techniques we describe are
widely applicable to other physical problems involving
coupled sets of linear and non-linear partial differential
equations. Shortly after the initial reports of the above
applications to electronic structure calculations, inde-
pendent applications of the ideas of wavelet theory to
physical problems described by partial differential equa-
tions appeared in a variety of areas, including combus-
tion (Frohlich and Schneider, 1994; Frohlich and
Schneider, 1997) and fluid mechanics (Cohen and
Danchin, 1997; Vasilyev, Yuen, and Paolucci, 1997).
General model problems have also been explored
(Beylkin and Keiser, 1995; Bertoluzza and Naldi,
1996; Beylkin and Keiser, 1997). And, more recently, the
solution of Poisson’s equation has been studied
(Goedecker and Ivanov, 1998; Lippert, Arias, and Edel-
man, 1998).

The issue of multiple length-scales in electronic struc-
ture is not new. It has driven the development of a va-
riety of techniques which are now quite mature, includ-
ing the linear muffin tin orbital (LMTO) method
(Andersen, 1975), the linearized augmented plane wave
(LAPW) method (Singh, 1994), the full potential LAPW
(FLAPW) method (Wimmer, Krakauer, Weinert, and
Freeman, 1981) and the plane wave pseudopotential ap-
proach (Payne, Teter, Allan, Arias, and Joannopoulos,
1992). The first three methods use one type of basis set
inside of a set of spheres organized around the nuclei
and another type of basis set outside of the spheres. The
wave functions are then matched at the spherical bound-
aries to determine the solution. The plane wave pseudo-
potential approach replaces the atomic core with an ef-
fective potential manufactured to have similar scattering
properties. While each of these approaches has had
great success, none is systematically improvable to com-

plete convergence in a simple, practical manner, and
each requires great care and expertise in the selection
and construction of the atomic spheres or in the devel-
opment of appropriate pseudopotentials. As a result, a
general method is still needed to obtain unambiguous
results to a sufficient accuracy to permit direct and sys-
tematic study of the relative accuracy of competing den-
sity functionals and alternate theories of electronic
structure.

As illustrated briefly above and discussed in depth be-
low, multiresolution analysis provides a systematic ap-
proach that can replace millions of grid points with
merely thousands of basis functions. The development
of the multiresolution analysis of electronic structure
therefore holds the promise of at last enabling the sys-
tematic evaluation of different theories of electronic
structure at high precision. In addition, the mathemati-
cal structure of multiresolution analysis is sufficiently
rich so that new algorithms and techniques are con-
stantly being developed, making it probable that multi-
resolution approaches will prove to be not only more
accurate and systematic, but also more computationally
efficient than present approaches.

This review is organized as follows. Section II over-
views the equations of density functional theory and
gives an extremely brief review of other modern, sys-
tematically improvable approaches to the calculation of
electronic structure. Section III introduces a new basis-
set independent formulation of density functional
theory. Section IV lays down the mathematical frame-
work of multiresolution analysis in a language suited for
physical applications in multiple dimensions, and Sec. V
gives specific examples of basis functions that fit into this
framework. Sections VI and VII then describe recent
breakthroughs that at last make the application of the
operators and transforms associated with these functions
competitive with traditional approaches for physical cal-
culations of complex systems. Finally, the review con-
cludes in Sec. VIII with a few brief remarks.

II. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

A. Kohn-Sham Lagrangian

Over the last several decades, density functional
theory has proven an accurate, reliable, and effective
tool for predicting electronic structure. It has found ap-
plication in such diverse areas as the study of surfaces,
point defects, melting, diffusion, plastic deformation,
disorder, catalysis, phase transitions, and chemical reac-
tions. For reviews see Cohen, 1984; Adler, Fritzsche, and
Ovshinsky, 1985; Pickett, 1989; Payne, Teter, Allan,
Arias, and Joannopoulos, 1992.

In standard atomic units, \5m5e51, the equations
of density functional theory in the local density approxi-
mation (LDA) (Kohn and Sham, 1965) are equivalent to
finding the saddle point of lowest energy of the Lagrang-
ian functional,

FIG. 3. Energy of the nitrogen molecule as a function of inter-
nuclear separation: results of multiresolution analysis
(crosses), cubic fit and quadratic with experimental curvature
and minimum (solid and dashed curves, respectively).
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the orbitals $c i% obey the orthonormality constraint

E d3r c i* ~r !c j~r !5d ij , (3)

and Re(z) denotes the real part of the complex number
z. Here, V ion(r) is the potential of each electron due to
the presence of the nuclei (and core electrons in the case
of pseudopotential calculations) in the system, and
exc(n) is the exchange-correlation energy per electron
in a uniform electron gas of density n. For simplicity, in
this review we hold the occupation factors f in Eqs. (1)
and (2) fixed at f[2 to reflect the fact that two electrons
of spin 1/2 may occupy each orbital. For calculations in
periodic systems, we introduce n0 , which corresponds to
a positive charge background neutralizing the electronic
charge density. The effect of this background on the to-
tal energy is properly accounted when the Ewald sum-
mation is used to compute the interionic interactions.

At the saddle point, the value of LLDA is the total
Kohn-Sham energy of the system (Kohn and Sham,
1965), and the fields $c i(r)% and f(r) are the Kohn-
Sham orbitals (electronic wave functions) and the Har-
tree potential (the electrostatic field arising from the
mean electron density), respectively. Taking the real
part of the integral coupling the electron density n(r) to
the Hartree field f(r) ensures that f(r) is real at the
saddle point. This Lagrangian formalism for density
functional theory, introduced in Lippert, Arias, and
Edelman (1998), has the advantage over the standard
energy functional approach of rendering local in space
all couplings among the physical fields. This not only
dramatically simplifies formal manipulations but also al-
lows for the practical strategy of a direct search for the
saddle point to solve the Schrödinger and Poisson equa-
tions simultaneously.

Three factors make locating the saddle point of Eq.
(1) challenging. First, the Lagrangian deals with continu-
ous fields that must be described in terms of a finite
number of coefficients for the purpose of calculation.
Second, the solutions we seek exhibit multiscale behav-
ior. Finally, the Lagrangian couples the fields nonlin-
early, both through the exchange-correlation energy
density exc(n)•n and through the term coupling the
Hartree field and the electronic charge density,
f(r)n(r).

A variety of systematically improvable approaches
have appeared in the literature to meet these challenges.
To place the development of multiresolution analysis in
context, we now give a brief overview of these other
approaches. We shall not discuss the muffin-tin families
of approaches, which are not so closely related to mul-
tiresolution analysis, beyond their brief mention in the
introduction.

B. Systematic basis approaches

1. Plane wave approach

The plane wave approach is reviewed in detail in
Payne, Teter, Allan, Arias, and Joannopoulos, (1992). In
this approach, the Kohn-Sham orbitals and the Hartree
potential are expanded in a discrete basis of plane waves
(complex exponentials) consistent with periodic bound-
ary conditions. The resulting discrete set of expansion
coefficients for the orbitals $c i% and Hartree potential f
are well-suited for computation.

In a plane wave basis, differential operators are diag-
onal, making their implementation particularly simple.
The remaining couplings in the Lagrangian (1) are the
nonlinear, spatially local couplings. When using a plane
wave basis, one implements these couplings on a point-
by-point basis in real space, using the fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) to convert efficiently between the real space
and the plane wave representations.

Plane wave calculations may be brought to conver-
gence simply by increasing a single parameter, the ki-
netic energy below which all plane waves are included in
the basis. This makes systematic basis set convergence
studies straightforward. However, the extremely high
resolution required near atomic nuclei combined with
the uniform resolution afforded by plane waves makes
the direct application of this method prohibitive for all
but the lightest elements. The introduction of pseudopo-
tential theory overcomes this limitation, but at the cost
of introducing the pseudopotential approximation,
which is uncontrolled. One great advantage of multi-
resolution analysis is that it maintains the regularity of
plane wave expansions while allowing variable resolu-
tions and thus the direct treatment of heavier elements.

Finally, even the wave functions in pseudopotential
calculations at times require significant resolution near
ionic cores, particularly when dealing with first-row ele-
ments or transition metals. This opens the exciting pos-
sibility of combining the pseudopotential approach with
multiresolution analysis, an issue that has begun to be
explored (Wei and Chou, 1996).

2. Finite element and adaptive mesh approaches

There is an extensive literature dedicated to the finite
element approach, particularly in the fields of solid
(Braess, 1997) and fluid (Chung, 1992) mechanics. See
Whiteman (1997) for a review of recent developments,
and Chandrupatla and Belegundu (1997) for an intro-
duction.
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The application of the finite element approach to elec-
tronic structure calculations began in the late eighties
(White, Wilkins, and Teter, 1989) and has undergone a
recent revival (Tsuchida and Tsukada, 1995a; Tsuchida
and Tsukada, 1995b; Tsuchida and Tsukada, 1996). As
in the plane wave approach, the finite element method
expands the electronic orbitals in terms of a set of basis
functions. By using localized basis functions concen-
trated in the regions of space requiring high resolution,
these bases can provide a much more efficient descrip-
tion of electronic wave functions.

Finite elements also represent an extremely efficient
method for dealing with nonlinear interactions by pro-
viding, as do plane waves, highly efficient transforms.
For finite elements, these transforms are based on two
properties of the basis functions, cardinality and interpo-
lation (Whiteman, 1997). Below, we shall discuss how to
construct multiresolution analyses that maintain these
two highly desirable properties.

One great difficulty with the application of finite ele-
ments to electronic structure is that finite elements basis
sets must be uprooted and reformed as the nuclei move.
Each coefficient in a finite element representation cor-
responds to the value or weight of a function over the
region of one basis function and thus cannot be taken to
be small where the electronic orbitals themselves are
non-negligible. As a result, coefficients associated with
the basis functions that are uprooted as the atoms moves
carry large values, and this process must be managed
with extreme care. Multiresolution analysis provides an
elegant solution to this difficulty, which we discuss
briefly immediately below and in more depth in Sec.
III.A.

Another potential solution to variations in the basis as
the atoms move is provided by a branch of finite ele-
ment methods particularly attractive for the calculation
of electronic structure, the ‘‘Riemannian metric’’ (Gygi,
1993, 1995; Devenyi, Cho, and Joannopoulos, 1994; Gygi
and Galli, 1995) or ‘‘adaptive curvilinear-coordinate’’
(Hamann, 1995; Hamann, 1996a; Hamann, 1996b; Ha-
mann, 1997; Zumback, Modine, and Kaxiras, 1996; Na-
kano and Campbell, 1997; Tsuchida and Tsukada, 1996)
approach. This approach lays down the finite element
mesh according to a smooth mapping from a underlying
cubic grid of points, thereby ameliorating the problems
of uprooting the finite element grid as the atoms move.
Because it preserves the underlying cubic topology of
the grid, the Riemannian metric approach falls into the
class of ‘‘structured mesh’’ methods, for which it is dif-
ficult to generate very strongly graded meshes (Rank,
1993), a limitation that multiresolution analyses do not
suffer.

3. Multigrid algorithms

Multigrid algorithms provide an extremely effective
means of solving equations whose convergence is limited
by the presence of a wide range of length scales. This
approach too has an extensive literature associated with
its application in a wide variety of fields. For an in-depth
introduction, see Wesseling (1992).

Explorations of the multigrid approach as applied to
electronic structure calculations also date back to the
late eighties (White, Wilkins, and Teter, 1989) and have
become much more common in the last few years (Beck
and Merrick, 1995; Gygi and Galli, 1995; Briggs, Sulli-
van, and Bernholc, 1996). Multigrid algorithms do not
specify a basis set and leave open the issue of how best
to discretize physical problems. The mathematical struc-
ture of multigrid algorithms parallels very closely the
ideas of multiresolution analysis, and multigrid algo-
rithms can be applied directly or easily generalized to
the solution of differential equations expressed in wave-
let bases (Rieder, Jr., and Zhou, 1994; Yesilleten, 1997;
Yesilleten and Arias, 1998).

4. Multiresolution analysis

Wavelet bases place functions of varying resolution on
a multiresolution grid while maintaining a uniform reso-
lution throughout all of space in the precise mathemati-
cal sense of multiresolution analysis (Meyer, 1986, 1990;
Mallat, 1989). The mathematical regularity of the result-
ing basis leads to efficient fast transforms (Chui, 1992;
Daubechies, 1992) and methods to apply differential op-
erators (Beylkin, Coifman, and Rokhlin, 1991; Lippert,
Arias, and Edelman, 1998).

In contrast to the expansion coefficients of a finite-
element expansion that reflect directly the values of a
function, the coefficients of a multiresolution analysis
separate information into different length scales. This
subtle but critically important difference means that, so
long as a function varies smoothly, the fine-scale coeffi-
cients will be quite small even where the value of the
function is quite large. As described in Sec. III.A, this
means that, as the atoms move, one may arrange for the
changes in the basis to involve the truncation of only
coefficients which are small, thereby effectively provid-
ing a high resolution throughout all of space with an
extremely limited number of coefficients. This also
means that no particular care is needed to handle the
regriding as the atoms move.

The first electronic structure calculations to use such a
basis employed a discrete frame of non-orthogonal
Gaussian-Mexican hat basis functions (Cho, Arias, Joan-
nopoulos, and Lam, 1993). This work established the ef-
ficacy of such bases for representing electronic wave
functions, but the calculations were limited to one-
electron systems. The first reported self-consistent,
multiple-electron density functional calculations (Arias,
1995; Arias, Cho, Lam, and Teter, 1995) used the semi-
cardinal bases described in Sec. V and employed the
analytically continued conjugate gradient approach
(Arias, Payne, and Joannopoulous, 1992) to solve the
Kohn-Sham equations. How Poisson’s equation was
solved in these calculations is described in more detail in
Lippert et al. (1998). Wei and Chou (1996) carried out
the first calculations employing orthogonal Daubechies
wavelets (Daubechies, 1992). This work studied molecu-
lar dimers within the local density approximation using
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Daubechies D6 wavelets, employed self-consistent itera-
tion to solve the Kohn-Sham equations, and represented
the first use of pseudopotentials in the multiresolution
analysis of electronic structure. Since that time,
Tymczak and Wang (1997) used Daubechies D8 wave-
lets and introduced the innovations of dynamically refin-
ing the basis and the use of the Car-Parrinello approach
to solve the Kohn-Sham equations. Most recently,
Goedecker and Ivanov (1998) have applied lifted wave-
lets (Sweldens, 1996) to the solution of Poisson’s equa-
tion.

Until recently, the primary bottleneck in multiresolu-
tion analysis calculations of electronic structure had in-
volved the performance of transforms and the applica-
tion of differential operators. The standard transforms
associated with orthogonal wavelet bases require or pro-
duce the values of the electronic orbitals on a uniform
grid at the finest resolution. To use these transforms,
one ‘‘unpacks’’ each electronic orbital from its stored
coefficients, operates on the unpacked version, and then
‘‘repacks’’ the result. Although this gives great benefit in
terms of the use of memory, processing the wave func-
tions in their highly redundant unpacked representation
still involves significant memory and also much wasted
computation. For example, applying this approach to the
nitrogen dimer calculations described in the introduc-
tion expends hundreds of millions of floating point op-
erations to process each electronic orbital, each of which
are represented in terms of only 6000 coefficients.

Workers interested in electronic structure therefore
have sought different methods. One approach has been
to take techniques from the wavelet literature such as
the ‘‘nonstandard’’ multiply approach of Beylkin, Coif-
man, and Rokhlin (1991), which has been applied to the
solution of Poisson’s equation in multiresolution bases
with the processing of some additional coefficients but
still leading to a relatively efficient scheme (Goedecker
and Ivanov, 1998). Workers also have developed new
methods specifically for physical calculations (Lippert,
Arias, and Edelman, 1998). These new methods allow
operators to be applied to the electronic wave functions
directly in their ‘‘packed’’ representation without pro-
cessing any additional information and have been shown
to be several times more efficient than the nonstandard
matrix approach in situations typical of electronic struc-
ture (Lippert, Arias, and Edelman, 1998). The associ-
ated transforms have been shown to have the novel and
profound property that the process of (a) unpacking the
physical fields at a number of points in space equal to
only the number of packed coefficients, (b) coupling the
physical fields in any local, nonlinear fashion at these
points, and (c) repacking the result always yields coeffi-
cients identical to what would be obtained with a fully
unpacked function on a grid of arbitrarily fine resolution
(Lippert, Arias, and Edelman, 1998). With these latest
advances, the field now stands poised to see the first
applications of multiresolution analysis to large-scale
electronic structure calculations.

III. MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS OF ELECTRONIC
STRUCTURE

A. Multiresolution analysis and restriction

Section IV reviews the mathematical structure of mul-
tiresolution analysis in detail. Here, we give a concep-
tual overview sufficient to discuss the use of multireso-
lution analysis in the calculation of electronic structure.

Figure 4 illustrates the concept of multiresolution
analysis and its application to electronic structure.
Throughout this work we shall use the variables Q , R ,
and P to denote different levels of resolution and will
take the coarsest and finest levels of resolution in a
given calculation to be M and N, respectively, where N
.M . As Mallat (1989), Meyer (1990), Daubechies
(1992), Chui (1992), and Strang and Nguyen (1996) de-
scribe, a multiresolution analysis begins with a basis of
coarse resolution Q5M , which consists of basis func-
tions laid out on a regular grid across the region of in-
terest (larger circles in the figure). The span of this set of
functions, the vector space of all functions formed by
their linear combinations, is denoted VM . For reasons
that will become clear below, the basis functions of this
coarse space are referred to as the scaling functions.

The next conceptual step is to increase the resolution
of the basis by adding finer resolution functions at the
points of a finer grid (smaller circles in the figure). The
basis consisting of both the original coarse scaling func-
tions and the new finer functions now spans VM11 , a
space of increased resolution Q5M11. The added
functions are referred to as the detail functions or the
wavelets.

One may continue adding finer levels of detail func-
tions to reach the final desired level of resolution, Q
5N . We shall designate as WQ11 the space spanned by
the detail functions which bring the resolution from
level Q to the next level Q11, so that VQ115VQ
% WQ11 . (Note that some authors prefer to designate
the above detail space as WQ , rather than WQ11 .)
Here, as throughout this work, by the addition of vector

FIG. 4. Multiresolution analysis and the application of restric-
tion to electronic structure: coarse grid (larger circles), detail
points of finer grid (smaller circles), atomic nucleus (diamond),
spheres of resolution (large circles centered on the nucleus),
basis functions restricted from basis (empty circles), surviving
basis functions (filled circles).
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subspaces ‘‘% ,’’ we mean the space of all vectors that
may be written as a sum of a pair of vectors, one from
each subspace. The space of all functions that can be
described by functions on all of the scales included in
the basis is thus

VN[VM % WM11 % •••% WN .

Figure 5 shows the behavior of the expansion coeffi-
cients in such a multiresolution basis for the 1s state of
the nitrogen molecule, which appeared in Figure 2 in the
Introduction. Figure 5 displays, on a logarithmic scale,
the magnitude of the expansion coefficients for this state
as a function of the two parameters characteristic of
each basis function: location in space rW and resolution Q.
The three dimensional location rW is projected onto the
one-dimensional horizontal axis r as the distance from
the center of the basis function to the nearest atomic
nucleus. The scales Q of the basis functions are coded by
different symbols. As evident in the figure, the separa-
tion of information into different length scales afforded
by the multiresolution analysis results in separate char-
acteristic exponential decay envelopes with distance
from the nuclei for the coefficients of each scale. These
envelopes illustrate the fact that the finest scale coeffi-
cients need only be kept for basis functions in the imme-
diate vicinity of the nuclei. This is precisely the behavior
that makes multiresolution analysis so attractive for the
calculation of electronic structure.

The strategy introduced by Cho, Arias, Joannopoulos,
and Lam (1993) to exploit this behavior is illustrated in
Fig. 4: about each nucleus we draw a set of successively
inscribed spheres of appropriate radii for the scales
M ,M11, . . . ,N , and we keep in the basis only those
functions of a given scale that fall within the correspond-
ing sphere. The grid points whose associated functions
appear in the final basis set according to this prescription
appear as filled circles in the figure. (Calculations with
periodic boundary conditions generally include all func-
tions on the coarsest scale.) We refer to this process of
selecting grid points and their associated functions as

restriction. For other applications, it is not always known
a priori how to restrict the basis. For adaptive restriction
approaches, the reader may wish to consult Liandrat,
Pierrier, and Tchamitchian (1989), Liandrat and
Tchamitchian (1990), Beylkin and Keiser (1995),
Beylkin and Keiser (1997). Tymcak and Wang (1997)
have also developed an adaptive restriction technique
specifically for electronic structure calculations.

Selecting the cutoff spheres so as to discard only co-
efficients below a given tolerance gives a systematic pro-
cedure for working with a dramatically reduced number
of coefficients while maintaining a description equiva-
lent, for any given tolerance, to the full basis VN . In
contrast to finite element approaches, in multiresolution
analysis there are no basis set derivative corrections in
the Hellman-Feynman theorem because the basis func-
tions of a multiresolution analysis remain fixed in space
as the atoms move. The only effect of the motion of the
atoms is to turn on or turn off basis functions whose
coefficients are below the selected tolerance. As a result,
the discontinuous effects from such on-off switching
events are controllable and generally quite small. For
example, in the calculations of Cho et al. (1993), al-
though the basis was chosen only to produce correct to-
tal energies without regard to the calculation of forces,
the small jumps in the forces calculated from the
Hellman-Feynman theorem were only on the order of
1 meV/Å .

B. Algebraic structure

Implementation of a density functional calculation be-
gins with expressing each term of the LDA Lagrangian
(1) in terms of the coefficients da and ca ,i for the Har-
tree field f(r) and the Kohn-Sham orbitals $c i(r)%,
which appear in the expansions

c i~r !5(
a

ca ,iba~r !, (4)

f~r !5(
a

daba~r !,

where $ba(r)% is the basis set used in the calculation.
Once the Lagrangian is represented in terms of these
coefficients, the gradients of the Lagrangian with respect
to da and ca ,i may be calculated so as to locate the
saddle point and thereby determine the orbitals $c i(r)%,
potential f(r), and total electronic energy LLDA of the
system. Several different approaches for expressing the
Lagrangian have been used in the application of multi-
resolution analysis to electronic structure. Here we
present an overview of these approaches and the opera-
tors and transformations that they involve. Explicit de-
tails and expressions are given in Secs. III.D and III.E.

The simplest terms in the LDA Lagrangian are the
electronic kinetic energy T and the Hartree field self-
energy VH2H , the first and final terms of Eq. (1). These
are bilinear in the coefficients and may be evaluated ex-
actly in terms of two-center integrals of the Laplacian
operator between the basis functions. Because the ma-

FIG. 5. Coefficients of the multiresolution analysis of the 1s
orbital of the nitrogen molecule: radii of restriction are de-
noted by vertical lines.
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trix elements of the Laplacian operator are known ex-
plicitly for functions making up multiresolution analyses
(Sec. V.C.2), all implementations of multiresolution
analysis to date use this simple two-center form to evalu-
ate T and VH2H (Cho, Arias, Joannopoulos, and Lam,
1993; Arias, Cho, Lam, and Teter, 1995; Wei and Chou,
1996; Tymczak and Wang, 1997).

The electron-ion potential energy Ve2i , the second
term in LLDA , is also bilinear in the expansion coeffi-
cients ca ,i , but the matrix elements of the ionic potential
needed to compute Ve2i consist of three-center inte-
grals, each involving two basis functions and one ion,
and thus require special care. To date, Ve2i has been
handled through the introduction of a grid G of points p
in real space. Two prescriptions for employing this grid
exist. The first prescription—(used in Arias, Cho, Lam,
and Teter (1995)—follows the spirit of the energy func-
tional and computes the electron-ion interaction as a
functional of the electron density. This recipe first uses a
forward transform to determine the values of the wave
functions on the grid. From these, the single particle
density n(r)5( i f uc i(r)u2 is computed on the grid and
the corresponding expansion coefficients are determined
through an inverse transformation. From the resulting
expansion coefficients, the final step is to compute the
total potential energy in terms of known overlaps be-
tween the basis functions and the ionic potential. This
approach has the advantage that the grid need only be
able to resolve the electron density n(r) and not neces-
sarily the potential V ion(r), which may vary much more
rapidly. We refer to this approach below as the energy
functional prescription.

The second prescription—(used in Wei and Chou
(1996) and Tymczak and Wang (1997)—follows the
spirit of the effective Schrödinger equation for the
Kohn-Sham orbitals and applies the electron-ion inter-
action as a diagonal operator in real space. This recipe
also begins with a forward transform to evaluate the
wave functions c i(r) on the points of the grid. It then
applies the potential operator at each point p of the grid
G to produce V ion(p)c i(p) and inverse transforms the
result to coefficient space. Finally, the overlap of c i* (r)
and V ion(r)c i(r) is computed using the known overlaps
between the basis functions. We refer to this approach
below as the operator prescription.

The fourth term of Eq. (1) describes the coupling be-
tween the electrons and the Hartree field, Ve2H . This
term is cubic in the expansion coefficients and involves
three-center integrals. In principle, a treatment in terms
of direct three-center integrals is possible using analytic
results for the integrals of triple products of scaling and
detail functions developed in Beylkin and Keiser (1997).
To date, this direct route has not been pursued in the
calculation of electronic structure. Instead, one may ex-
ploit the fact that the coupling Ve2H has the same struc-
ture as the electron-ion coupling and compute it in the
same manner, either as a functional of the electron den-
sity or as the result of the application of f(r) as a local
operator.

The final remaining term, the third term in Eq. (1),
gives the local density approximation to the total
exchange-correlation energy of the system, Exc . This is
known only in terms of the non-algebraic function
exc(n) [which is tabulated in Perdew and Zunger
(1981)], and thus cannot be evaluated in terms integrals
of products of basis functions using the formalism of
Beylkin and Keiser (1997). For this term, there is no
choice but to evaluate the electron density on a grid G
and evaluate the tabulated function exc(n) on a point-
by-point basis in real space. Once this is done, there are
a variety of choices for how to use the exchange-
correlation field to determine the total exchange-
correlation energy Exc . One could proceed directly and
evaluate the exchange-correlation energy density per
unit volume exc„n(p)…•n(p) at each point and then in-
tegrate the result numerically, which would introduce an
additional class of approximation in the evaluation of
the Lagrangian. Instead, the same prescriptions have
been followed as used in computing the electron-ion in-
teraction, following either the energy functional pre-
scription and computing Exc as the integral of the prod-
uct of n(r) and exc„n(r)… (Arias, Cho, Lam, and Teter,
1995) or following the operator prescription and com-
puting Exc as the expectation of exc„n(r)… as an opera-
tor acting on the Kohn-Sham orbitals (Wei and Chou,
1996; Tymczak and Wang, 1997).

C. Matrix notation

To discuss the various approaches available for evalu-
ating the LDA Lagrangian in terms of the expansion
coefficients for the physical fields, we introduce a new
formulation of electronic structure methods which are
based on single-particle orbitals. In analogy with Dirac’s
bra-ket notation, this formulation is completely explicit
but keeps the expressions for physical quantities inde-
pendent of the details of the underlying basis set. This
allows us to discuss the various strategies for applying
multiresolution analysis to electronic structure without
obscuring the discussion with irrelevant details. This
modern formulation is useful in its own right for both
formal manipulations and the development of highly
portable, efficient software. Plane wave calculations per-
formed with software developed by translating this no-
tation directly into the C11 language include Ismail-
Beigi, and Arias (1998) and Csányi, Ismail-Beigi, and
Arias (1998).

For simplicity, we consider below cases where the
Fermi occupations f are constant and the sampling of the
Brillouin zone is carried out at the G point. More gen-
eral cases including variable fillings and multiple k
points may be worked out with some additional com-
plexity (Arias, Payne, and Joannopoulos, 1992). For sys-
tems sufficiently large that the Brillouin zone may be
sampled at the G point alone, the formulas below may
be used directly.
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1. Fundamental basis-dependent operations

We begin by introducing two operators, diag and
Diag . The operator diag converts a matrix to a column
vector containing the elements along the diagonal of the
matrix, and the operator Diag converts a column vector
to a diagonal matrix with the components of the vector
placed along the diagonal. In terms of components, for a
matrix M and a vector v , these operators are

~diag M !a[Maa , (5)

~Diag v !ab[vadab ,

respectively, where dab is the Kronecker d . Note that
while diag Diag v5v for any vector v , Diag diag M
5M if and only if the matrix M is diagonal. Two iden-
tities involving these operators which we shall use freely
are

~diag M !†v5Tr~M† Diag v !, (6)

v† diag M5Tr„~Diag v !†M…,

where t indicates the complex-conjugated transpose.
Next, it is useful to regard the Hartree field expansion

coefficients, the da from Eq. (4), as the components of a
column vector d and to regard the electronic wave func-
tion coefficients, the ca ,i from (4), as the elements of a
matrix C, each of whose columns contains the expansion
for a single electronic orbital, Cai[ca ,i . For formal ma-
nipulations, it is convenient to define also

P[fCC†, (7)

the representation of the single particle density matrix in
the space of basis functions $ba(r)%.

As Sec. III.B describes, evaluation of the Lagrangian
(1) in terms of the expansion coefficients contained in d
and C requires knowledge both of the overlaps of the
basis functions among themselves and of their matrix
elements through the Laplacian operator,

O ab[E d3r ba* ~r !bb~r !, (8)

Lab[E d3r ba* ~r !¹2bb~r !. (9)

The first two nontrivial basis-dependent operations that
require careful implementation are multiplication by the
inner product matrix O and by the Laplacian matrix L,
to which we refer below as application of the overlap
operator and application of the Laplacian operator, re-
spectively. Section V.C.2 discusses how to compute the
required matrix elements, and Sec. VI describes new,
efficient techniques for applying these operators. Note
that in the special case of orthonormal bases (Wei and
Chou, 1996; Tymczak and Wang, 1997), we have simply
O5I , where I is the identity matrix.

The forward transform operation described in the pre-
vious section converts the expansion coefficients of a
function into the values of the function on the points p
of the grid G in real space. This operation simply
amounts to multiplication of a column vector containing
the expansion coefficients by the matrix

Ipa[ba~p !, (10)

whose ath column consists of the values of the ath basis
functions at all of the points p of the grid. In the case
where different bases are used for the wave functions
and for the Hartree field (Wei and Chou, 1996; Tymczak
and Wang, 1997), the columns of I consist of two sub-
sets, one for each of the two basis sets.

As described in Sec. III.B, it is at times necessary to
find the expansion coefficients for a function from its
values on the grid G. We denote this linear inverse trans-
form operator as J. In implementations where the num-
ber of grid points equals the number of basis functions
(Arias, Cho, Lam, and Teter, 1995; Lippert, Arias, and
Edelman, 1998; Yesilleten, 1997), the natural choice is to
take J[I21. However, we maintain the distinction be-
tween J and I21 because in implementations where a
full uniform grid G of sampling points is used (Wei and
Chou, 1996; Tymczak and Wang, 1997), there are gener-
ally more grid points p than basis functions ba(r), and I
and J cannot be inverses. In the case where more that
one basis set is used (Wei and Chou, 1996; Tymczak and
Wang, 1997), formally, J computes the inverse trans-
form separately for each basis set. In practice, however,
as seen below, only one inverse generally need be com-
puted because J will be needed only on one basis set.

Finally, as we shall see in Secs. III.D and III.E, two
further transforms appear in the calculation of the gra-
dients of the Lagrangian. These two conjugate trans-
forms represent multiplication by the Hermitian conju-
gates I † and J † of the matrices representing the
standard transforms.

The reader should bear in mind that the relation I †

5I215J for the discrete Fourier transform is quite spe-
cial. Because orthogonality with respect to integration
does not ensure orthogonality with respect to a discrete
sampling of the functions the above relation for the dis-
crete Fourier transform is not generally true, even for
orthonormal bases. In particular, I †ÞI21 for the multi-
resolution bases of Daubechies wavelets used in Wei
and Chou (1996) and Tymczak aand Wang (1997).

In summary, six nontrivial basis-set dependent opera-
tions are needed in the calculation of electronic struc-
ture: the application of two operators (the Laplacian and
overlap operator) and four transforms (forward, inverse,
and the conjugates to each), which we denote as
L , O, I, J, I †, and J †, respectively.

2. Identities

Although the action of the six operations
L , O, I, J, I †, and J † depend on the specific choice
of basis, they obey several important identities of which
we shall make use. In addition to their use in formal
manipulations, these identities provide a useful practical
tool to verify the implementation of the various opera-
tors.

The most important among these identities involve
the constant function. To represent the constant func-
tion on the grid, we introduce 1, a column vector con-
taining unity as each entry on the grid:
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1p[1. (11)

Plane waves, finite element bases, and proper multireso-
lution analyses all have the property of being able to
represent this function exactly. For these bases, we
therefore have that for all points r , (a(J1)aba(r)51.
Evaluating this on the points p of the grid G yields that,
in particular,

IJ151. (12)

For other sufficiently descriptive bases, such as Gaussian
bases, this and the relations below should hold at least
approximately in the regions described by the basis.

There is a close relationship between the inner prod-
uct matrix O and the integrals of the basis functions. The
vector

s[OJ1 (13)

is a column vector containing the integrals of each of the
basis functions:

sa[~OJ1!a

5E d3r ba* ~r !S (
b

~J1!bbb~r ! D
5E d3r ba* ~r !.

Thus, if g is a vector of expansion coefficients, the inte-
gral of the function represented by g is

E d3r g~r !5E d3r (
a

gaba~r !5s†g . (14)

From this, we may also derive the normalization condi-
tion

s†J15E 1 d3r5V , (15)

where V is the volume in which the calculation is carried
out.

In solving Poisson’s equation for the Hartree poten-
tial, care always must be taken with the null space of the
operator L. Integrating the identity ¹2150 against the
complex conjugate of each basis function gives

LJ150. (16)

In periodic systems, where the only solution to Laplace’s
equation is the constant function, the entire null space of
the operator L consists of the vector J1. Below, we use
this to determine the precise value of the compensating
average density n0 needed to avoid divergences in the
Lagrangian in periodic calculations.

Finally, although there is no a priori relationship be-
tween I † and J, an approximate relation exists when
the grid G is uniform and of high resolution. Under
these conditions, we have

OJ'vI †, (17)

where v is the volume per grid point. To see this, con-
sider two arbitrary functions g(r) and h(r), where g(r)

is represented by the vector g̃ of its expansion coeffi-
cients and h(r) is represented by the vector h of its val-
ues on the points p of the grid G. There are then two
ways of approximating the integral *d3r g(r)* h(r),
both of which should give nearly the same result. First,
one could inverse transform h to find appropriate expan-
sion coefficients and then evaluate the overlap in coeffi-
cient space, giving the result g̃†OJh . Alternately, one
could determine the values of g on the grid by the for-
ward transform and then approximate the integral as the
sum v(Ig̃)†h . Equating these two expressions for gen-
eral vectors g̃ and h leads to Eq. (17).

D. Lagrangian and energy functionals

As described above, the cornerstone of all density
functional calculations which use basis set expansions is
the explicit expression of the LDA Lagrangian (1) in
terms of the coefficients d and C of the expansions (4).
The formulation introduced in the previous section was
created specifically so that the expression of the La-
grangian would be identical for most basis sets, including
plane wave, Gaussian orbital, and multiresolution bases.
As described in Sec. III.B, two common strategies exist
for expressing the Lagrangian in terms of the expansion
coefficients in multiresolution analyses, the energy func-
tional prescription, and the operator prescription. We
now give explicit expressions for these two prescriptions
within our new formulation.

1. Energy functional prescription

a. Lagrangian

The only terms in the Lagrangian (1) that cannot be
written directly as a functional of the electron density
are the electronic kinetic energy and the Hartree field
self-energy. These two terms are simple bilinear forms in
the expansion coefficients and are best evaluated exactly
by the direct substitution of the expansions (4) into (1),
giving

T52
1
2(i

f(
ab

ca ,i* Labcb ,i

52
1
2

Tr fC†LC5Tr F S 2
1
2

L DPG , (18)

VH2H5
1

8p(
ab

da* Labdb5
1

8p
d†Ld , (19)

where we have detailed the explicit conversion to matrix
notation and made use of cyclic property of the trace to
give a representation of T in terms of the density matrix
P defined in Eq. (7).

The remaining terms in the Lagrangian all may be
written directly in terms of the electron density. In our
matrix representation, each column of the matrix IC
contains the values of one of the electronic orbitals
when evaluated on the grid. The electron density at each
point p of the grid is thus

n~p !5(
i

f~IC !pi* ~IC !pi5„f~IC !~IC !†
…pp .
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From this, we may gather the real space charge density
into the column vector n as

n5diag~IPI †!. (20)

Finally, the expansion coefficients for the function n(r)
are just Jn .

Using this last result to evaluate Ve2i , we find

Ve2i5E d3r V ion~r !n* ~r !

5~Jn !†v

5Tr„I †~DiagJ †v !IP…, (21)

where the vector

va[E d3r ba* ~r !V ion~r ! (22)

represents the ionic potential as its overlap with each
function of the basis. (In conjunction with the appear-
ance of n0 and the use of the Ewald summation, the zero
wave-vector component of V ion should be subtracted
when evaluating these overlaps in calculations with pe-
riodic boundary conditions.) Although n(r) is real, we
introduced n* (r) above as a formal device to reduce the
number of complex conjugations appearing in the final
expression. The conversion to density-matrix form in the
last line of E.q (21) may be carried out using the identi-
ties (6).

The evaluation of the next term in the Lagrangian, the
total exchange correlation energy Exc , is similar. Given
access to the values of n on the grid points, it is a simple
matter to also evaluate the exchange-correlation energy
per particle exc„n(p)… at those points. Collecting these
into the column vector exc(n), inverse transforming
both this and the charge density and taking the overlap
in coefficient space gives the final result,

Exc5E d3r exc„n~r !…n* ~r !5~Jn !†O„Jexc~n !…,

(23)

where again we introduce the conjugation of n to reduce
the number of complex conjugations appearing in the
final result. Exc may also be converted to density-matrix
form using Eq. (6).

The final term remaining in Eq. (1), Ve2H , also has
the overlap form

Ve2H52ReF E d3r f~r !@n~r !2n0#* G
52Re†@J~n2n01!#†Od‡, (24)

where 1 is as defined in Eq. (11). Again, the conjugation
of the density term has no effect but to yield the simplest
final expression.

To determine the proper choice of n0 for periodic su-
percell calculations, we note that the Hartree self-energy
term VH2H in Eq. (19) has no dependence on the pro-
jection of d in the null space of L, which Sec. III.D
showed lies along the vector J1. Thus, in order for a
saddle point to exist for the Lagrangian (1), there can be

no coupling in Eq. (24) of the electron density with the
projection of dL along this vector. Hence, we must have
@J(n2n01)#†O•J150. With the identities of Sec.
III.C.2, this implies n0(Jn)†s/V , in accord with our in-
terpretation of n0 as the integral of n(r) divided by the
volume of the supercell. With this result, Ve2H is

Ve2H52ReFn†J †SO2
ss†

V DdG . (25)

Putting the preceding results together, the final ex-
pression for the LDA Lagrangian under the energy
functional prescription is

LLDA~C ,d !5Tr„fC†~2 1
2 L !C…1~Jn !†v

1~Jn !†OJexc~n !

2Re@n†J †~O2ss†/V!d#1
1

8p
d†Ld (26)

5Tr@~2 1
2 L !P#1Tr@I †~ DiagJ †v !IP#

1Tr$I †@DiagJ †OJexc~n !#IP%

2Tr I † Re@DiagJ †~O2ss†/V!d#IP

1
1

8p
d†Ld , (27)

where n is defined as in Eq. (20). Here we have given
two forms. The form (26) is more efficient for evaluating
the value of the Lagrangian in terms of the coefficients
C and d. The form (27), which is expressed almost en-
tirely in terms of the density matrix, is most useful in
formal manipulations that determine the gradients of
the Lagrangian with respect to the electronic coeffi-
cients.

b. Poisson’s equation

To determine the expansion coefficients of the Har-
tree field f , one sets to zero the variation of the La-
grangian with respect to all possible infinitesimal varia-
tions dd in the Hartree field coefficients. Taking the real
part of Eq. (25) explicitly, this variation is

dLLDA52~dd !†S 1
2

~O2ss†/V!Jn1
1

8p
Ld D

2S 1
2

~O2ss†/V!Jn1
1

8p
Ld D †

dd . (28)

The gradient with respect to the real and imaginary
parts of d are thus the real and imaginary components of

]dLLDA52S ~O2ss†/V!Jn1
1

4p
Ld D , (29)

respectively. Setting this to zero, we arrive at the basis
independent representation of Poisson’s equation,

Ld54p~O2ss†/V!Jn . (30)

The positive sign of the right-hand side of this equation
reflects the negative unit charge of the electron.
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Care must be taken in solving this equation because,
as described above, L has a null space along the direc-
tion J1. However, by the construction of Eq. (25), the
right-hand side of the equation has no projection in this
space. Thus, in the formal solution

d54pL21~O2ss†/V!Jn , (31)

L21 is understood to mean inversion of the linear op-
erator L in the sub-space orthogonal to the null space
J1 and leaving zero projection along the null-space in
the result.

c. Energy functional

Substituting the explicit result for d into the Lagrang-
ian (1) gives the following explicit expression for the
LDA energy functional ELDA(C):

ELDA~C !5Tr@fC†~2 1
2 L !C#1~Jn !†v

1~Jn !†OJexc~n !

1
1
2

n†J †~O2ss†/V!~24pL21!

3~O2ss†/V!Jn . (32)

Note that Hermitian symmetry has ensured that the
Hartree term is explicitly real.

2. Operator prescription

a. Lagrangian

The alternative prescription for expressing the La-
grangian, followed in Wei and Chou (1996) and
Tymczak and Wang (1997), is to view it as the sum of
the expectations of an energy operator L̂ among the or-
bitals, LLDA5( if*d3r c i* L̂c i . The only term which can-
not be taken to involve the electrons in this way is the
Hartree self-energy term, which is best represented in
the exact form (19). Note that we have already ex-
pressed the electronic kinetic energy in its operator form
in Eq. (18).

The remaining contributions to ê are local operators
in real space and thus all take on the same form as does
the electron-ion interaction Ve2i . The technique that
Wei and Chou (1996) introduced to treat Ve2i is to first
compute IC , the values of the wave functions on the
grid points and then multiply the result by a diagonal
matrix containing the values of the potential at the grid
points. This results in (Diag ṽ)IC , where ṽ is the vector
containing the values of the ionic potential at the grid
points,

~ ṽ !p[V ion~p !,

where the tilde on ṽ distinguishes this vector of real-
space values from the vector v of overlaps defined in Eq.
(22). To compute the energy, this result is transformed
into expansion coefficients by the operation of J and the

overlaps with the c i* (r) are computed using the known
overlaps between basis functions. The total of the result-
ing potential energy among all of the orbitals is

Ve2i5(
i

fE d3r c i* ~r !@V ion~r !c i~r !#

5Tr fC†
•O•J „~Diag ṽ !IC…

5Tr fC†VC5Tr VP , (33)

where V[OJ( Diag ṽ)I. A potential difficulty with this
approach is that the inherently asymmetric roles played
by c* and c have resulted in a potential energy opera-
tor V which is not Hermitian and thus may lead to com-
plex energies. Taking the Hermitian part of V corre-
sponds to taking just the real part of Eq. (33) and gives
the proper form for the electron-ion energy. After some
manipulation and using the fact that ṽ is real, we have
the following equivalent forms for Ve2i

Ve2i[Re Tr~OJ Diag ṽI•P !

5 ṽ† Re diag~IPOJ!5v ṽ†ñ , (34)

where we have defined

ñ[Re diag~IPOJ!/v ,

as an effective charge density, and v as the volume per
grid point. With these definitions, the electron-ion inter-
action takes on precisely the appearance of a numerical
integration in real space of the product of potential and
the effective electron density. Indeed, from Eqs. (17) and
(20), as long as a fine, uniform grid is used, we have
Re diag(IPOJ)'vn , so that ñ approximates the physi-
cal electron density. As we shall see, the effective den-
sity ñ replaces the physical density in all energy expres-
sions of the operator prescription.

The remaining terms from Eq. (1) have the same
structure as Ve2i and thus may be evaluated in the same
way to yield

Exc5vexc
† ñ ,

Ve2H52v Re@~Id !†~ ñ2ñ01!# .

To determine ñ0 , we again ensure that there be no cou-
pling between the electron density and the projection of
d along the null space of L : (I•J1)†(ñ2ñ01)50. Us-
ing Eq. (12), this simplifies to

ñ05
1†ñ

1†1
, (35)

the mean value of ñ among the points of the grid.
We shall find in Sec. III.E.2 that the the exchange-

correlation energy should also be evaluated using the
effective density ñ , so that the final expressions for the
Lagrangian in the operator prescription are
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LLDA~C ,d !5Tr@fC†~2 1
2 L !C#1v ṽ†ñ1v„exc~ ñ !…†ñ2v ReFd†I †S I2

11†

1†1
D ñG1

1
8p

d†Ld (36)

5TrS S 2
1
2

L DP D1Re Tr@OJ~Diag ṽ !IP#1Re Tr~OJ Diag„exc~ ñ !…IP !

2Re TrHOJ XDiag ReF S I2
11†

1†1
D IdGCIPJ 1

1
8p

d†Ld . (37)

b. Poisson’s equation

Following the same procedure as in Eq. (28) to com-
pute the variation of Eq. (36) with differential changes
in the Hartree field coefficients dd gives, in the operator
prescription,

]dLLDA52vI †S I2
11†

1†1
D ñ1

1
4p

Ld . (38)

Thus,

Ld54pvI †S I2
11†

1†1
D ñ (39)

is the representation of Poisson’s equation in the orbital
approach. Note that the effective electron density ñ ,
rather than the actual density n, is the source term.

In solving this equation for d, the inversion of L21 is
again understood to take place in the space orthogonal
to the null space of L, giving the result,

d54pvL21I †S I2
11†

1†1
D ñ . (40)

c. Energy functional

With the result (40), the expression for the LDA en-
ergy functional ELDA(C) in the operator prescription is

ELDA~C !5Tr@fC†~2 1
2 L !C#1v ṽ†ñ

1v„exc~ ñ !…†ñ1
1
2

~vñ !†S I2
11†

1†1
D

3I~24pL21!I †S I2
11†

1†1
D vñ . (41)

E. Kohn-Sham equations

In the preceding sections, we computed the gradient
of the LDA Lagrangian (26) and (36) with respect to the
Hartree field coefficients to derive the Poisson equation.
In this section, we consider the gradient with respect to
the electronic coefficients to determine the effective
Schrödinger equation for the electronic orbitals.

Before proceeding, we first note that, as a conse-
quence of the Hellman-Feynman theorem, the expres-
sion for the gradient with respect to the electronic coef-
ficients of the LDA Lagrangian may also be used for the

gradient of the LDA energy functional, so long as one
substitutes the appropriate expression, (31) or (40), for
the Hartree potential coefficients in terms of the elec-
tronic coefficients C. This follows from the fact that the
solutions (31) and (40) ensure ]dLLDA„C ,d(C)…50 and
thus

d

dC
ELDA~C !5

d

dC
LLDA„C ,d~C !…

5]CLLDA„C ,d~C !…

1]dLLDA„C ,d~C !…•]Cd~C !

5]CLLDA~C ,d~C !!. (42)

It thus suffices for us to determine the gradient of the
Lagrangian with respect to C.

This is done most efficiently by expressing all contri-
butions to the variation of LLDA in the form Tr MdP
where M is a Hermitian matrix and dP is the variation
of the density matrix defined in Eq. (7). In terms of the
variations in C, such a variation takes the form

Tr~MdP !5Tr@~fMC !†dC#1Tr@dC†~fMC !# . (43)

The contribution from such a variation to the total gra-
dient with respect to the real and imaginary parts of C
are therefore the real and imaginary components of
2fMC , respectively.

The final consideration when varying the wave-
function coefficients is the orthonormality constraint (3),
which in our formulation becomes

C†OC5I . (44)

The analytically continued functional approach (Arias,
Payne, and Joannopoulos, 1992) deals with these con-
straints by introducing a set of orbital expansion coeffi-
cients Y which are unconstrained and may have any set
of overlaps,

U[Y†OY . (45)

The coefficients C are then defined as dependent vari-
ables through the mapping C5YU21/2, which ensures
that the constraints (44) are always satisfied automati-
cally, as easily verified by direct substitution.

In terms of the independent variables Y, the density
matrix appearing in the functionals (27) and (37) is

P[fCC†5fYU21Y†. (46)

After some manipulation, the variations with respect to
the Y take the form
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Tr MdP5Tr Md~fYU21Y†!5Tr~fP̄MYU21!†dY

1Tr dY†~fP̄MYU21!, (47)

where we have used the relation d(U21)5
2U21(dU)U21 and defined

P̄[~I2OYU21Y†!5~I2OCC†!, (48)

an idempotent projection operator onto the subspace
spanned by the unoccupied wave functions. From these
considerations, we have that the contributions from such
a variation to the gradient of LLDA with respect to the
real and imaginary parts of the unconstrained variables
Y are the real and imaginary parts of 2fP̄MYU21, re-
spectively.

1. Energy functional prescription

All but one of the dependencies of Eq. (27) with the
wave functions are already explicitly in the form TrMP ,
so that their contribution to the gradient may be evalu-
ated immediately according to Eqs. (43) and (47). The
one remaining dependency of Eq. (27) on the wave
functions is through the density dependence of exc(n).
This variation may also be cast into the form of Eqs.
(43) and (47). To do so, we consider the effect of this
variation on Exc when expressed in the form (23). Using
the definition of n, Eq. (20), and one of the identities,
Eq. (6), this leads to

n†J †OJdexc~n !5n†J †OJ @„Diag exc8 ~n !…dn#

5Tr@I † Diag„@Diag exc8 ~n !#

3J †OJn…IdP# .

The total variation of Eq. (27) as the wave functions
vary is thus,

dLLDA5Tr~HspdP !,

where

Hsp[2
1
2

L1I † Diag $J †v1J †OJexc~n !

1@Diag exc8 ~n !#J †OJn

2Re@J †~O2ss†/V!d#%I (49)

is the energy functional prescription for the representa-
tion of the single-particle Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. Us-
ing (43) and (47), the gradients which we seek are there-
fore

]CLLDA~C ,d !52fHspC (50)

]YLLDA~Y ,d !52fP̄HspYU21,

where U and P̄ are defined in Eqs. (45) and (48), respec-
tively.

2. Operator prescription

The results for the orbital approach are directly analo-
gous. All of the dependencies of the Lagrangian in the

operator prescription on the wave functions, except for
that of exc , are already explicitly in the form Tr MP . If
we take exc as a function of ñ , then this variation of Exc
[first term of the second line of Eq. (41)] is

v„dexc~ ñ !…†ñ5v~Diag exc8 •dñ !†ñ

5v„~Diag exc8 !ñ…†dñ

5Re Tr$OJ @Diag~Diag exc8 •ñ !#IdP%.

This combines with the explicit dependency of the
exchange-correlation term in Eq. (37) on P to produce
the total exchange-correlation energy dependency in the
form

dExc5d„vexc~ ñ !†ñ…5Re Tr@OJ~Diag vxc!IdP# ,

where vxc is the usual exchange-correlation potential
operator,

vxc[] ñ„exc~ ñ ! ñ…5exc8 ~ ñ ! ñ1exc~ ñ !. (51)

Note that, as referred to in Sec. III.D.2, this form is
obtained only when the exchange correlation energy per
particle exc is evaluated as a function of the effective
density ñ , not as a function of the physical density n.

Combining this result for Exc with the remaining de-
pendencies in the operator prescription for the Lagrang-
ian (37) gives the total variation in the form dLLDA
5 Tr HspdP , where

Hsp52
1
2

L1
1
2FOJ Diag H ṽ1$@Diag exc8 ~ ñ !#ñ1exc~ ñ !%

2ReF S I2
11†

1†1
D IdG J I1H.c.G , (52)

and ‘‘H.c.’’ stands for the Hermitian conjugate of the
entire matrix product to the immediate left. Again, once
given this expression for Hsp , the expressions (50) give
the gradients with respect to the wave functions.

F. Solution techniques

Locating the saddle point of the LDA Lagrangian (1)
corresponds to the simultaneous, self-consistent solution
of the Poisson and Schrödinger equations. Although the
Lagrangian formulation allows for a direct search for the
saddle point, most calculations to date have solved Pois-
son’s equation explicitly at each iteration and then fol-
lowed the gradients in Eq. (50) to solve the Schrödinger
equations using standard electronic structure ap-
proaches. The approaches applied to solve the Schrö-
dinger equations include conjugate gradient minimiza-
tion with respect to Y (Arias, Cho, Lam, and Teter,
1995) and iterative matrix diagonalization (Wei and
Chou, 1996) and Car-Parrinello simulated annealing
(Tymczak and Wang, 1997) to find C. The solution of
Poisson’s equation in multiresolution analyses, on the
other hand, has garnered special attention.

To solve the Poisson (40), Wei and Chou (1996) intro-
duced the innovation of using a separate Fourier repre-
sentation for the operator L in the self-energy term of
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the Hartree field. The interpretation of Eq. (40) when
using such a representation is the following procedure.
First, subtract the average value from the effective den-
sity ñ , then perform a discrete Fourier transform I † of
the result into Fourier space, divide by the familiar fac-
tor of negative squares of wave vectors 2q2 (ignoring
the q50 term), and scale by 4pv to obtain the final
result. The disadvantage of this procedure is that one
must store and process data associated with an unre-
stricted grid of points at the highest resolution.

When working only with the points of a restricted
grid, no such direct solution is known. Instead, iterative
solutions have been used. In Arias et al. (1995), a conju-
gate gradient solver with simple diagonal precondition-
ing was used to solve Poisson’s equation in a semicardi-
nal multiresolution analysis of the type described in Sec.
V.B.3. Figures 6 and 7 show the results of a study of the
performance of this algorithm (Lippert, Arias, and Edel-
man, 1998). Figure 6 shows the root mean square mag-
nitude of the residual as a function of iteration as this
algorithm is applied to the nitrogen molecule in a basis
with seven levels of refinement. After an initial phase of
about 20 iterations, the convergence of the solution of
Poisson’s equation becomes nearly perfectly exponential
and reduces the residual by over 10 orders of magnitude
in 100 iterations, very good performance for a system
consisting of 14 000 degrees of freedom in which the La-
placian operator has a nominal condition number of 2
3106.

The slope of the exponential portion of the conver-
gence curve in Fig. 6 corresponds to a reduction in the
error at each iteration by 25%. Defining the effective
condition number of the procedure as the inverse of this
fractional improvement gives an effective condition
number c'4. Figure 7 explores the behavior of this ef-
fective condition number as a function of the number of
refinement levels k. Beyond about five refinement levels,
the effective condition number remains essentially con-
stant, implying that a constant number of iterations suf-
fices to produce a result of a given accuracy. With the
methods described in Sec. VI.B, the computational work
involved in each iteration is linear in the number of co-

efficients nr in the restricted multiresolution analysis.
The algorithm employed in (Arias et al., 1995) therefore
produced the solution to Poisson’s equation with O(nr)
operations.

Working with special linear combinations of the basis
functions from Lippert et al. (1998) known as lifted
wavelets (Sweldens, 1996), Goedecker and Ivanov
(1998) have also used preconditioned conjugate gradi-
ents to solve Poisson’s equation and report similar con-
vergence rates and an O(nr) solution.

Finally, multigrid techniques have been combined
with multiresolution analysis (Rieder, Jr., and Zhou,
1994; Yesilleten, 1997). This approach has also been
shown to produce O(nr) solutions of Poisson’s equation
in tests carried out in one dimension (Yesilleten, 1997;
Yesilleten and Arias, 1998).

IV. THEORY OF MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS

In this section we review multiresolution analysis, the
conceptual basis of wavelet theory. Our presentation be-
low departs in notation and perspective from the tradi-
tional discussion (Chui, 1992; Daubechies, 1992: Strang
and Nguyen, 1996) to provide a presentation more
suited to physical calculations and multiple dimensions.

The basic idea behind multiresolution analysis is to
provide a framework for systematically increasing the
resolution of a basis in such a way as to always maintain
a uniform description of space. Each stage of a multi-
resolution analysis doubles the resolution of the basis in
the precise mathematical sense described in Secs. IV.A
and IV.B. In order for this to be possible, the basis func-
tions at the coarsest scale must be chosen from among a
special class of functions known as scaling functions,
whose explicit construction we describe in Sec. IV.C. To
analyze a function into contributions on separate scales
and thus make possible the efficient representation of
electronic structure described in Sec. III, a second type
of basis function, known as either as a wavelet or a detail
function, is needed to carry the finer scale information.

FIG. 6. Convergence of iterative conjugate-gradient solver
used in Arias et al. (1995). Results from Lippert et al. (1998).

FIG. 7. Effective condition number of iterative conjugate-
gradient solver used in Arias et al. (1995) as a function of reso-
lution. Results from Lippert et al. (1998).
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For a given choice of scaling function for the coarsest
scale, the use of only certain detail functions results in
the systematic doubling of resolution at each stage in the
multiresolution analysis. Sections IV.D and IV.E discuss
this doubling process, known as two-scale decomposi-
tion, and specify the allowable classes of detail functions.
The last paragraph of Sec. IV.E sketches an alternate,
more basis-set oriented, viewpoint on two-scale decom-
position which the reader may find illuminating. Once
suitable scaling and detail functions are decided upon,
including them into the multilevel framework described
in Sec. IV.B completes the construction of the multi-
resolution analysis. Our review of multiresolution analy-
sis concludes in Sec. IV.F with the introduction a matrix
representation which is useful for developing and de-
scribing techniques for electronic structure and other
physical applications.

A. Bases of successive resolution

The top panel of Figure 8 illustrates a typical coarse
resolution basis. In a multiresolution analysis, this basis
consists of a set of d-dimensional functions f(x2n)
translated to be centered on the points n of Zd, the
cubic lattice of integer spacing in d dimensions. The vec-
tor space of functions that may be expressed as linear
combinations of these basis functions is denoted V0 . All
functions F(x) in V0 thus may be expanded with expan-
sion coefficients Fn as

F~x !5 (
nPZd

Fnf~x2n !. (53)

Starting from V0 , one approach to produce a set of
bases of successively higher resolution is to reduce the
scale of space by increasing powers of two, compressing
both the lattice on which the functions are centered and
the basis functions themselves. This process defines a
sequence of lattices C0 ,C1 , . . . ,CN , . . . , associated
with a sequence of bases of increasing resolution,
V0 ,V1 , . . . ,VN , . . . ,

CQ[H n

2QJ
nPZd

, (54)

VQ[span$f„2Q~x2p !…%pPCQ

5span$f~2Qx2n !%nPZd.

Note that the two representations for the basis functions
of VQ given in the second and third lines of Eq. (54) are
equivalent. Below, we shall use whichever form is most
suitable. The top and bottom panels of Fig. 8 serve to
illustrate the effect of going from V0 to V1 .

As we will see in Secs. IV.C–IV.E, it is possible under
quite general circumstances to find additional basis func-
tions, referred to as detail functions or wavelets, which,
when combined with the basis functions for the space
VQ , span the space of next higher resolution, VQ11 .
The advantage of this approach for increasing the reso-
lution is that it clearly separates the description into dif-
ferent length scales. The original coarse basis functions
will continue to carry information about coarse scale be-
havior, and the new functions carry the higher frequency
details. Accordingly, the space spanned by the detail
functions is referred to as the detail space WQ11 . The
center panel of Fig. 8 illustrates the appearance of such a
detail space.

All functions in VQ11 may be decomposed into the
sum of one function from the coarser space VQ and an-
other from the detail space WQ11 , which means

VQ % WQ115VQ11 , (55)

where the addition is in this sense of combining vector
spaces. We shall refer to this representation of the func-
tions in VQ11 as the sum of a function in VQ and a
function in WQ11 as the two-scale representation or the
two-scale decomposition. We refer to the alternate rep-
resentation of the same space functions in terms of the
compressed scaling functions of scale Q11 as the single-
scale representation.

Clearly, for the single- and two-scale representations
to be equivalent, the spaces VQ11 and VQ % WQ11 must
be of the same dimension. The basis spanning the finer
space contains one function for each point in CQ11 , and
the basis spanning the coarser space has one function for
each point in CQ . Therefore, the basis spanning WQ11
must consist of one function for each point in

DQ11[CQ112CQ .

In Fig. 8, for example, C0 consists of all integer points,
C1 contains all integer and odd half-integer points, and
D1 consists of only the odd half-integer points. Figure 9
illustrates the appearance of these sets of points in d
52 dimensions.

These various periodic sets of points appearing in the
discussion of multiresolution analysis may be described
simply in the language of crystallography. The set DQ11

FIG. 8. Bases involved in two-scale decomposition: coarse
resolution space (V0), fine resolution space (V1), detail space
(W1).

FIG. 9. Lattices C0 , C1 and detail ‘‘crystal’’ D1 in d52 di-
mensions.
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contains the ‘‘decoration’’ points which when added to
the lattice CQ produce the lattice CQ11 . DQ11 there-
fore is a crystal of points with a crystalline basis contain-
ing 2d21 points and with CQ as the underlying Bravais
lattice. Finally, when dealing with a finite number of lev-
els of resolution, CM,CM11,•••,CN , it proves conve-
nient to have a notation for the set of points beyond a
given level Q,

BQ[CN2CQ5DQ11ø•••øDN . (56)

B. Multiresolution analysis

Given suitable detail spaces WQ , iterative application
of two-scale decomposition can augment a space VM of
fixed coarse resolution to a space VN of arbitrarily high
resolution,

VN5~V0 % W1 % ••• % WM! % WM11 % ••• % WN

5VM % WM11 % ••• % WN ,

where M,N in accord with the convention introduced
in Sec. III.A. Correspondingly, all physical functions
may be described by a sequence of evermore detailed
components,

f~x !5FM~x !1GM11~x !1•••1GN~x ! (57)

where FM(x) is a function in VM and the GQ(x) are
functions from the detail spaces WQ . We refer to the
decomposition of a function in this form as the multi-
resolution analysis of the function.

The analysis of functions in the form (57) is what gives
rise to the great advantages of using multiresolution
analysis. As illustrated previously in Figs. 4 and 5, the
detail component functions GQ(x) are physically rel-
evant only within the tiny volumes of the atomic cores
and thus may be described by a dramatically restricted
subset of the basis.

C. Scaling functions

For the condition (55) to apply, each basis function of
the coarser basis VQ , including in particular the func-
tion f(2Qy) centered at origin, must be among the func-
tions in the space VQ11 . Thus, there must exist some set
of coefficients cn for which

f~2Qy !5 (
nPZd

cnf~2Q11y2n !.

This condition is universal and independent of the scale
Q as may be seen by the substitution x52Qy , which
rescales the condition to scale Q50:

f~x !5(
n

cnf~2x2n !. (58)

Condition (58) is known as the two-scale relation. Those
functions which satisfy Eq. (58) are known as scaling

functions. It easily may be verified that if f(x) satisfies
condition (58), then all basis functions f(2Qy2n) in VQ
are also in the space VQ11 , so that indeed VQ,VQ11 .

Because any multiresolution analysis must be based
upon scaling functions, it is useful to have a prescription
for generating all allowable scaling functions. The two-
scale relation (58) expresses the function f(x) as a con-
volution of the discrete sequence cn and the continuous
function f(2x). This convolution takes the familiar
form of a product in Fourier space,

f̂~k ![E ddx

~2p!d
e2ik•xf~x !

5E ddx

~2p!d
e2ik•x(

n
cnf~2x2n !

5S (
n

cn

2d
e2i~k/2!•nD f̂~k/2!

5m0~k/2!f̂~k/2!, (59)

where we have defined m0 , the two-scale symbol for the
scaling function f(x), as

m0~k ![(
n

cn

2d
e2ik•n. (60)

By construction, the two-scale symbol is periodic on
2pC0 , the hypercubic lattice of lattice constant 2p .
Note that the first line of Eq. (59) establishes the nor-
malization convention which we shall use for Fourier
transforms throughout this work.

The recursive nature of Eq. (59) implies that the Fou-
rier transforms of scaling functions always take the form

f̂~k !5m0~k/2!m0~k/4!•••m0~k/2n! . . . f̂~0 !

5S )
n51

`

m0~k/2n!D f̂~0 !. (61)

Conversely, substitution into the final line of Eq. (59)
verifies that any function constructed from Eq. (61) in
conjunction with any 2pC0-periodic function m0 satisfy-
ing m0(0)51 (so that the infinite product converges)
results in a proper scaling function. Equation (61) there-
fore places the set of acceptable scaling functions as in
one-to-one correspondence with 2pC0-periodic func-
tions with value unity at the origin. The interested
reader may wish to consult Daubechies (1992) for a rig-
orous discussion of technical mathematical details re-
lated to the infinite product.

D. Two-scale decomposition theorem

With the allowable scaling functions f(x) and hence
the spaces VQ defined, we now turn to the issue of what
functions form appropriate bases for the detail spaces
WQ11 .
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Before specifying a basis for WQ11[VQ112VQ , we
first determine what functions belong to this space by
establishing the nature of the excess freedom which ex-
ists in VQ11 over that which exists in VQ . If F and f are
two arbitrary functions from the spaces VQ and VQ11 ,
respectively, then

F~x !5 (
nPZd

Fnf~2Qx2n !,

f~x !5 (
nPZd

fnf~2Q11x2n !.

These expressions are both convolutions of form similar
to Eq. (58) and also give products in Fourier space:

F̂~k !5S (
n

Fn

2Qd
e2i~k/2Q!•nD f̂~k/2Q!

[mF~k/2Q!f̂~k/2Q!

5mF~k/2Q!m0~k/2Q11!f̂~k/2Q11!, (62)

where we have used the two-scale relation (59), and

f̂~k !5S (
n

fn

2 ~Q11 !d
e2i~k/2Q11!•nD f̂~k/2Q11!

[mf~k/2Q11!f̂~k/2Q11!, (63)

where mF(q) and mf(q) are two new 2pC0-periodic
functions defined from Fourier series constructed with
the sequences Fn and fn respectively. Thus, F(x) and
f(x) are in VQ and VQ11 if and only if their Fourier
transforms are of the forms in Eqs. (62) and (63) with
2pC0-periodic functions mF and mf .

We can use these results to verify quickly that any
function F in VQ is also in VQ11 . First note that if F is in
VQ , then there exists a suitable 2pC0-periodic function
mF to satisfy Eq. (62). Using this function, then clearly
the choice

mf~q/2![mF~q !m0~q/2! (64)

will cast F in the form of Eq. (63). All that remains to
confirm that this places F in VQ11 is to show that the
function mf defined as in Eq. (64) is indeed always 2pC0
periodic, as is easily verified using the fact that m0 and
mF both have 2pC0 periodicity.

Naturally, it is not possible to describe a general fine-
scale function f from VQ11 as a function F from the
coarser space VQ . To write a function of the form of Eq.
(63) in the form of Eq. (62) would require

mF~q ![mf~q/2!/m0~q/2!, (65)

to be a 2pC0-periodic function. The function mf(q/2),
however, can be any 4pC0-periodic function of q. The
failure of f to be in VQ thus may be viewed as the in-
ability of the 2pC0-periodic function mF(q) to describe

the full freedom present in mf(q/2), a general
4pC0-periodic function of q.

As a hint as to how to capture this full freedom, we
note that the Monkhorst-Pack theory of Brillouin zone
sampling (Monkhorst and Pack, 1976) shows that in d
dimensions any 4pC0-periodic function may be ex-
pressed as a sum of 2d separate functions, each with a
special 2pC0 periodicity. The particular 2pC0 periodici-
ties chosen by Monkhorst and Pack are those associated
with points of the reciprocal lattice of 4pC0 which fall in
the first Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice of 2pC0 ,
namely the set of k points ki[h i/2 where

h iP$0,1%d. (66)

For instance, in d53 dimensions,

$h i%[$~0,0,0 !,~0,0,1 !,~0,1,0 !,~0,1,1 !,~1,0,0 !,~1,0,1 !,

~1,1,0 !,~1,1,1 !%.

Thus, all 4pC0-periodic functions of q may be written as
a linear combination of functions pi(q) with the special
2pC0-periodicities described by the condition that

pi~q1Q !5e2iQ•~h i/2!pi~q !

for all Q in 2pC0 . For convenience, we will adopt the
notation that h050 and will index sums that omit this
zero vector by a , except for two cases noted explicitly in
the text in Sec. V.A.

From the theory Monkhorst and Pack, we thus con-
clude that, if we take the 2pC0-periodic function
mF(q), which has the same periodicity as p0(q) above,
and augment it with 2d21 new functions mGa

(q) with
the periodicities of the pa(q),

mGa
~q ![ (

nPC0

Ga ,ne2i~n1ha/2!•q, (67)

then for general choices for the set of Fourier coeffi-
cients Ga ,n the collection of these functions represents
the same freedom present in the 4pC0-periodic function
mf(q/2). Thus, for any set of fixed 2p-periodic functions
ma(q) introduced to play roles parallel to that of
m0(q), we generally expect to be able to find functions
mGa

(q) of the form (67) so that

mf~q/2!5mF~q !m0~q/2!1 (
a51

2d21

mGa
~q !ma~q/2!, (68)

provided the choice of the fixed functions ma(q) is not
pathological. Equation (68), for instance, will not hold in
general if we choose ma(q)50 for all a . For reasons
that will become clear in the next section, the ma(q) are
called the detail or wavelet symbols.

The two-scale decomposition theorem (Daubechies,
1992; Chui, 1992) specifies precisely the conditions un-
der which the choice of ma(q) is not pathological, so
that mf(q/2) indeed may be decomposed in the form
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(68). Translating Eq. (68) by each of the 2d vectors 2ph i
and simplifying the result using the periodicity proper-
ties of mF and mGa

gives the following system of equa-
tions:

mf~q/2!5mF~q !m0~q/2!1 (
a51

2d21

mGa
~q !ma~q/2!, (69)

A

mf~q/21ph i!5mF~q !m0~q/21ph i!

1 (
a51

2d21

~21 !h i•hamGa
~q !ma~q/21ph i!,

A

mf~q/21ph2d21!5mF~q !m0~q/21ph2d21!

1 (
a51

2d21

~21 !h2d21•hamGa
~q !

3ma~q/21ph2d21!.

So long as this 2d32d system is not singular, we may
always solve directly for the variable functions mF and
mGa

in terms of both the function mf we are to repro-
duce and the 2d fixed functions mi , thus accomplishing
the two-scale decomposition, Eq. (68). Replacing k
[q/2, the final condition for two-scale decomposition to
obtain is therefore

U m0~k ! . . . m2d21~k !

A A

m0~k1ph i! . . . ~21 !h2d21•h im2d21~k1ph i!

A A

m0~k1ph2d21! . . . ~21 !h2d21•h2d21m2d21~k1ph2d21!

UÞ0 for all k . (70)

We conclude this section by observing the implica-
tions of Eq. (70) for functions in the spaces VQ and
VQ11 . Making the replacement q5k/2Q in Eq. (68),
which we now know holds whenever the determinant
(70) is nonzero, multiplying through by f̂(k/2Q11) and
using Eq. (62), we obtain

f̂~k !5mF~k/2Q!m0~k/2Q11!f~k/2Q11!

1 (
a51

2d21

mGa
~k/2Q!ma~k/2Q11!f~k/2Q11!

[F̂~k !1Ĝ~k !, (71)

which decomposes a general function fPVQ11 into a
coarse function F in VQ and an additional function G,
which carries the finer scale, detailed information about
f and thus lies in the space WQ11 .

E. Detail functions

To determine the basis functions for WQ11 , note that
by its definition (55), the detail space contains precisely
the functions Ĝ(k) from Eq. (71). Using the expansions
(67) for the functions mGa

, the Fourier transform of Eq.
(71) gives

G~x !5 (
nPC0

(
a

~2QdGa ,n!caF2QS x2
n1ha/2

2Q D G ,

(72)
where

ĉa~k/2Q![ma~k/2Q11!f̂~k/2Q11!. (73)

The detail space is therefore

WQ11[span

3H caS 2QS x2
n1ha/2

2Q D D J
nPC0 ,a51•••2d21

,

(74)

where the ha are defined as the nonzero vectors in Eq.
(66). The new functions ca(x), defined in terms of the
detail symbols ma from Eq. (68), when scaled and cen-
tered appropriately, make up the basis for WQ11 and
are thus the detail functions, or wavelets. Note that the
extra phase factors in Eq. (67) have ensured naturally
that each detail function ca(x) is centered on and thus
associated with a unique point in DQ11 , as anticipated
in Sec. IV.A.

The functional form of the detail functions is revealed
by Fourier expanding the 2pC0-periodic symbols ma ,

ma~q ![ (
nPC0

da ,n

2d
e2iq•n, (75)

and transforming the Q50 case of Eq. (73) to real
space,

ca~x !5 (
nPC0

da ,nf~2x2n !, (76)

Thus, as VQ % WQ115VQ11 requires, each detail func-
tion from WQ11 is a linear combination of scaling func-
tions from VQ11 . The allowed choices for these linear
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combinations are those which satisfy Eq. (70) with the
ma(q) defined through Eq. (75).

An alternate route to two-scale decomposition is to
note directly from VQ % WQ115VQ11 that the ca(x)
must be formed from linear combinations of the scaling
functions from VQ11 . Then, to ensure that the two-scale
and single-scale representations are equivalent, one
must show that each basis function of VQ11 may be ex-
panded in terms of the basis functions from VQ and
WQ11 . When Fourier transformed, the system of equa-
tions that must be solved to find the corresponding ex-
pansion coefficients is precisely Eq. (69), leading once
again to the determinant condition (70) for the accept-
able choices for the detail functions.

F. Matrix notation

To develop a matrix notation useful for the applica-
tion of multiresolution analysis to physical problems, we
begin by developing a notation for the various descrip-
tions of the functions f(x) in VN provided by multireso-
lution analysis. There is the single-scale representation,

f~x !5 (
pPCN

~FW N!pf„2N~x2p !…,

where we define FW N as a column vector whose compo-
nents are the coefficients associated with the scaling
functions of VN . Note that we index the components of
FW N by the points p on which the basis functions are cen-
tered. Alternately, we may represent f(x) using the mul-
tiresolution analysis that starts from a scale M<N ,

VN5VM % WM11 % •••% WN .

This gives instead

f~x !5 (
pPCM

~FW N :M!pf„2M~x2p !…

1 (
P5M11

N

(
pPDP

~FW N :M!pc„2P21~x2p !…, (77)

where, regardless of its scale, the expansion coefficient
associated with the point p of the multiresolution repre-
sentation spanning scales M through N is indexed as
simply (FW N :M)p . Because the expansion coefficient asso-
ciated with each point depends on the scales present in
the multiresolution analysis, it is critical to include the
subscript N :M on the vector (FW N :M)p in order to specify
the scales in the multiresolution analysis. Finally, we
note that under this convention the single-scale coeffi-
cients are also given by FW N[FW N :N .

Next, the two-scale relation relation allows us to write
both the scaling functions on scale M and the detail
functions on scale M11 as linear combinations of scal-
ing functions on scale M11. With these replacements,
Eq. (77) becomes

f~x !5 (
pPCM

~FW N :M!p (
nPC0

cnf„2M11~x2p !2n…

1 (
p8PDM11

~FW N :M!p8 (
nPZd

da~p8!,n

3f„2M11~x2p8!2n…

1 (
P5M12

N

(
pPDP

~FW N :M!pc„2P21~x2p !…

where the a(p8) in the coefficients da(p8),n in the sum
for DM11 are defined so that p85p01ha(p8)/2

M11 for
some p0 in CM . By collecting terms, this expression re-
arranges into the expansion for f(x) in the (M11)th
scale representation,

f~x ![ (
qPCM11

~FW N :M11!qf„2M11~x2q !…

1 (
P5M12

N

(
pPDP

~FW N :M11!p c„2P21~x2p !…. (78)

The linear map that this procedure represents between
FW N :M and FW N :M11 is most compactly represented as a
matrix equation,

FW N :M11[IM11,MFW N :M . (79)

The wavelet transform, the recovery of the single-scale
representation FW N from the multiresolution representa-
tion FW N :M , is the result of cascading together these rep-
resentations of the two-scale relation,

FW N[FW N :N5~IN ,N21„IN21,N22•••~IM11,MFW N :M!…!

[IN :MFW N :M . (80)

Note that many authors, particularly in the field of signal
processing, refer to the operator IN :M as the ‘‘inverse’’
wavelet transform. Because the primary mode of opera-
tion in physical calculations is to treat the multiscale ex-
pansion coefficients as the independent variables, in this
work we refer to this process of producing a function
from its multiscale coefficients as the forward transform,
which conforms to our usage in Sec. III.C.

The transform operator appearing in Eq. (80) may be
defined as connecting any two scales P.Q ,

IP :Q[ )
R5P

Q11

IR ,R21 , (81)

where in this expression, as throughout this work, we
adopt the convention that non-commutative matrix
products proceed in order from left to right with the
lower index of the product appearing leftmost in the
product and the upper index appearing rightmost. A di-
rect result of the definition (81) is that IM11:M
[IM11,M . Also,

IP :Q5IP :RIR :Q for P.R.Q . (82)

Finally, to discuss restricted multiresolution analyses,
where functions are selectively removed from the basis
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as described in Sec. III.A, we introduce projection ma-
trices which ‘‘zero out’’ coefficients associated with the
points not contained in a given grid G,

~PG!pq[H dpq if pPG

0 if pÞG
. (83)

The product of two such projections is the projection
associated with the intersection of the associated grids,
and, for disjoint grids, the sum of two such projections is
the projection associated with the union of the two,

PG1
PG2

5PG1ùG2
(84)

PG1
1PG2

5PG1øG2
1PG1ùG2

.

Most statements about the sets of points CQ , DQ , BQ
defined in Sec. IV.A may be derived in terms of and
translated into identities involving the projections P. We
shall make frequent use of the two facts that the finer
grids contain the coarser grids and that the detail points
of level P are contained only in the grids of level Q
>P . In terms of projections, these statements are

PCP
PCQ

5PCmin~P ,Q !
, (85)

PDP
PCQ

5H 0 Q,P

PDP Q>P
,

respectively. Also, because the linear map represented
by IQ11,Q replaces scaling functions and detail functions
on scales Q and Q11 with scaling functions on scale
Q11, it acts independently of the coefficients associated
with scales beyond Q11. Thus,

PBQ11
IQ11,Q5IQ11,QPBQ11

5PBQ11
. (86)

V. BASES FOR MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS

Even with the restrictions of multiresolution analysis
as laid down in the previous section, significant freedom
remains in the choice of the scaling and detail functions.
Motivated by differing aspects of the calculations, re-
searchers in electronic structure have employed differ-
ent multiresolution analyses. Ultimately, the optimal ap-
proach may be to use different bases for different phases
of the calculation.

The simplicity of working with orthonormal basis sets
has led several authors dealing with with electronic
structure (Wei and Chou, 1996; Tymczak and Wang,
1997) to use the wavelets of Daubechies (1992). Section
V.A below reviews the construction of these bases.

The primary issue in the choice of bases in problems
in the physical sciences, however, is the ability of the
basis to represent the relevant physical functions, not
necessarily the analysis of these functions into separate
frequency components. While critical in signal analysis,
orthonormality is not as crucial in electronic structure,
as illustrated by the great success of the chemistry com-
munity with the use of Gaussian bases (Feller and
Davidson, 1990). Several authors therefore have ex-
ploited the freedom of not being confined to orthonor-

mal bases to improve the representation of physical
problems (Frohlich and Schneider, 1994; Arias, Cho,
Lam, and Teter, 1995; Bertoluzza and Naldi, 1996; Yesil-
leten, 1997; Goedecker and Ivanov, 1998; Lippert, Arias,
and Edelman, 1988). The majority of these applications
use multiresolution analyses based upon the scaling
functions of Deslauriers and Dubuc (1989), which were
developed independently in several fields (Lemarié,
1991; Beylkin and Saito, 1992; Chui and Shi, 1992;
Donoho, 1992; Aldroubi and Unser, 1993; Saito and
Beylkin, 1993; Unser, 1993; Lewis, 1994; Arias, Cho,
Lam, and Teter, 1995) The great advantage of using
these scaling functions is that they function as finite ele-
ment functions and thus provide both good interpolation
and transform properties.

Teter (1993) was the first in the electronic structure
community to recognize the advantage of adapting the
ideas of finite elements to bases with a multilevel struc-
ture. A key concept from finite element theory is the
property of cardinality, the condition that each basis
function have value zero at every point of the finite ele-
ment grid except for the one point with which it is asso-
ciated. Unfortunately, it is impossible to maintain cardi-
nality in a multiresolution analysis because smooth basis
functions from coarse scales cannot oscillate so as to be
zero on the grid points of the finer scales. Instead, Teter
suggested the construction of bases where cardinality is
maintained for the points of coarser scales but sacrificed
for finer scales. Section V.B gives the precise definition
for such semicardinal bases, which developed out of this
idea, and describes the nature of multiresolution analy-
ses which are semicardinal.

Such semicardinal bases have the remarkable prop-
erty that expansion coefficients for a function may be
extracted exactly from the values of the the function on
a finite set of points in space. This property makes these
bases ideal for nonlinear problems because nonlinear
couplings such as those in the LDA Lagrangian are com-
puted in real-space on a finite grid and the correspond-
ing expansion coefficients must be extracted from the
resulting values. This highly desirable exact extraction
property requires the detail functions to have non-zero
integral, and thus prevents such bases from being wave-
let bases in the technical sense described in Daubechies
(1992). Such semicardinal bases were used in Arias et al.
(1995), Arias (1995), and Lippert et al. (1998) and are
described in detail in Sec. V.B below.

Finally, Goedecker and Ivanov (1998) have suggested
that the Poisson equation be solved with basis functions
with zero integral and higher multipole moments, as
formed by linear combinations of cardinal scaling func-
tions according to the lifting scheme of Sweldens
(Sweldens, 1996). Because working with functions of
zero integral extends the range of the basis functions
and disrupts the exact reconstruction property which is
so useful in treating nonlinear interactions, an intriguing
possibility for future research would be to use semicar-
dinal basis for the nonlinear phases of the LDA calcula-
tions and a lifted basis for the solution of Poisson’s
equation, should lifted wavelets eventually prove signifi-
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cantly superior in the solution of Poisson’s equation.
(See discussion in Sec. III.F.)

A. Orthonormal bases

Daubechies was the first to construct orthonormal
bases of wavelets with compact support (Daubechies,
1992). We now give a brief review of the discussion in
Daubechies (1992) within our present conventions and
notation.

The scaling functions on the coarsest scale of an or-
thonormal multiresolution basis are themselves ortho-
normal. This condition may be rescaled to the scale Q
50, where it becomes

dnm5E ddx f* ~x2n !f~x2m !

5E ddx S E ddk f̂~k !eik•~x2n !D *

3S E ddk8f̂~k8!eik8•~x2m !D
5~2p!dE ddk f* ~k !f~k !eik•~n2m !

for all n ,m in C0 .

The entire reciprocal space of vectors k may be parti-
tioned into images of the first Brillouin zone centered on
the points G of the reciprocal lattice 2pC0 . Writing the
integral in this way gives

dnm5~2p!dE
B.z.

ddk (
GP2pC0

f* ~k1G !

3f~k1G !eik•~n2m !,

where we have used the fact eiG•(n2m)51 for the recip-
rocal lattice vectors G. The fact that this is true for all
n ,m in C0 , combined with the Fourier space version of
two-scale relation (59), gives

~2p!22d5 (
GP2pC0

f* ~k1G !f~k1G !

5 (
GP2pC0

Fm0S k1G

2 DfS k1G

2 D G*
3Fm0S k1G

2 DfS k1G

2 D G . (87)

Finally, defining q[k/2 and reexpressing the sum over
G/2 as a sum over the reciprocal lattice and the decora-
tion points ph i with h i defined as in (66), gives

~2p!22d5 (
G8P2pC0

(
i

m0* „q1~G81ph i!…

3f* „q1~G81ph i!…m0„q1~G81ph i!…

3f„q1~G81ph i!…

5(
i

m0* ~q1ph i!m0~q1ph i!

3 (
G8P2pC0

f* „q1~G81ph i!…

3f„q1~G81ph i!…

5(
i

m0* ~q1ph i!m0~q1ph i!~2p!22d,

where we have used the periodicity of m0 and the first
line of Eq. (87). We thus conclude that orthonormality
among the scaling functions places the following condi-
tion on the two-scale symbols,

(
i50

2d21

m0* ~q1ph i!m0~q1ph i!51. (88)

In Sec. V.C, we show how to construct functions
M0(q) which obey the constraint

(
i50

2d21

M0~q1ph i!51.

Comparing with Eq. (88), we see that to construct ortho-
normal scaling functions, one first finds such an M0(q)
and then takes the ‘‘square root’’ to find the appropriate
two scale symbol m0(q). This procedure is described in
Daubechies (1992, Sec. 6.1), which also tabulates the re-
sulting two-scale coefficients.

Next, to construct orthonormal detail functions, one
must ensure that the wavelet ca for each decoration
point a51•••2d21 be orthogonal to the scaling func-
tions,

05E ddx f* ~x2n !ca~x2m2ha/2!

5~2p!dE
B.z.

ddk (
G

f̂* ~k1G !ĉa~k1G !

3eik•~m2n !2i~k1G !•ha/2.

Through an analogous analysis to that above, we will
finally arrive at

05(
i

m0* ~q1ph i!@e2iph i•hama~q1ph i!# . (89)

One must also ensure orthonormality among the ca(x),

dabdnm5E ddx ca* ~x2n2ha/2!cb~x2m2hb/2!,

which leads to

dab5 (
i50

2d21

„e2iph i•hama~q1ph i!…*

3„e2iph i•hbmb~q1ph i!…. (90)

Finally, we note that the three orthonormality condi-
tions (88)–(90) may be combined into one single condi-
tion by simply taking a and b in Eq. (90) to vary over
the full range 0•••2d21.
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In one dimension, Eq. (90) represents three indepen-
dent conditions: orthonormality among the scaling func-
tions, orthonormality among the wavelets c1(x2n
21/2), and orthogonality between these two sets of
functions. Given a two-scale symbol m0 satisfying the
orthonormality condition, one common choice for the
wavelet symbol m1 that satisfies the remaining condi-
tions in Eq. (90) is

m1~k !5m0* ~k1p!, (91)

as may be confirmed directly by substitution.
For d.1 dimensions, a straightforward way to satisfy

the conditions (90) is to use product functions formed
from the symbols m0 and m1 of an orthonormal, one-
dimensional multiresolution analysis,

ma~q ![)
e51

d

m ~ha!e
~qe!,

where e varies over the Euclidean dimensions of space,
qe and (ha)e are the corresponding components of the
respective vectors, and, again, we let a vary over the
entire range including a50. With this choice, the condi-
tion (90) factors and gives

(
i50

2d21

„e2iph i•hama~q1ph i!…* „e
2iph i•hbmb~q1ph i!…

5)
e

F (
h50

1

„e2iph~ha!em ~ha!e
~qe1ph!…*

3„e2iph~hb!em ~hb!e
~qe1ph!…G

5)
e

d~ha!e ,~hb!e
5da ,b ,

as is required. This, coupled with the choice of Eq. (91),
was used to construct the multidimensional basis func-
tions used in the electronic structure calculations of Wei
and Chou (1996) and Tymczak and Wang (1997). The
particular choice of two-scale symbols m0 in these works
were the D6 and D8 wavelets defined in Daubechies
(1992), respectively.

B. Semicardinal bases

It is highly desirable in the calculation of electronic
structure to be able to determine the expansion coeffi-
cients of functions from knowledge of their values on a
grid of finite resolution. If we insist that at every level of
resolution Q, the expansion coefficients of a function
depend only upon its values on the grid CQ , then, as we
will now see, it is always possible to find a multiresolu-
tion basis in which every basis function has the value
zero on all points of the grid of its corresponding scale,
except for one, where its value is unity. We refer to such
a basis as a semicardinal basis.

The following definitions are useful in discussing such
bases. The concept of semicardinality may be defined

independently of multiresolution analysis, so we couch
these definitions in general terms:

(1) A hierarchical basis is a set of functions, each as-
sociated with exactly one point g from a hierarchy of
nested grids GM,GM11,••• .

(2) For such a set of grids, HQ11[GQ112GQ .
(3) In a hierarchical basis, the scale of a point g and its

associated basis function is the least value of Q for
which g is in GQ .

(4) A function f(x) is cardinal on a given grid G if
f(g)5dgh for all points g and one point h, both in G.

(5) A semicardinal basis is a hierarchical basis in
which each basis function is cardinal on the grid of its
own scale.

Note from the second and third definitions that when
Q5M , GQ is the set of all points of scale Q, and that
when Q.M , HQ is the scale of all points of scale Q. In
the notation of Secs. III.C and IV.F, semicardinality is
the condition that the matrix I, whose columns contains
the values of each basis function on the finest grid, obeys
two simple algebraic identities,

PGM
IPGM

5PGM
, (92)

PGQ
IPHQ

5PHQ
for Q.M .

Note that a multiresolution analysis is a hierarchical
basis on the grids CQ , with the DQ playing the role of
the HQ . As an example, consider the multiresolution
basis consisting of the basis functions from the top two
panels of Fig. 8. The basis functions for V0 are associ-
ated only with points of C0 , but not C1 , and thus are of
scale N50. These functions are cardinal on the grid C0
and thus satisfy their condition for semicardinality. The
basis functions for W1 are associated with the points in
D15C12C0 , and thus are of scale N51. But, they are
not cardinal on the grid C1 , and thus this two-scale basis
fails to be semicardinal. For the basis to be semicardinal,
we would have to replace the functions centered on the
odd half-integer points with functions that are cardinal
on C1 .

1. Exact extraction

In a hierarchical basis on the scales N :M (by our con-
vention N.M), the property of exact extraction is that
for all scales Q, the expansion coefficients on the scales
Q :M for a function f(x) may be determined from
knowledge of the values f(GQ) of the function on the
grid GQ only. This means, in particular that the map
from the expansion coefficients on scales Q :M to the
values of the function f(GQ) is invertible. We now show
that this property of tremdous practical utility implies
that such a basis may always be chosen to be semicardi-
nal.

Consider functions expanded from the coarsest scale
M up to a very fine scale R@Q . By our assumption of
the existence of an invertible linear map, the expansion
coefficients on the scales Q :M must be zero for any
function with values f(GQ)50. Thus, the space of func-
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tions satisfying f(GQ)50 must be a subspace of the
span of the basis functions associated with the remaining
points, GR2GQ .

Now, the space of functions f(GQ)50 has exactly one
degree of freedom for each point of GR2GQ and thus
has the same dimension as the span of the basis func-
tions associated with the same set of points. Having al-
ready established that the former space is contained in
the latter, we now see from their dimensionality that the
two spaces are in fact the same.

Specifically, this means that all functions f(x) in the
span of the basis functions associated with HQ11 must
all have zero value on the next coarser grid, f(GQ)50.
Hence, the invertible linear map that we have supposed
to exit between the coefficients of scales Q11:M and
the values f(GQ11) induces an invertible map from the
span of the basis functions associated with the points
HQ11 to the sequences of values f(GQ11) for which
f(GQ)50. A basis for this latter sequence space is the
set of sequences which are zero on all points of GQ11
but for one point in HQ11 , where they take the value
unity. Applying to each of these sequences the inverse
of the aforementioned induced map produces a basis for
the span of the functions of scale Q11 satisfying the
conditions of semicardinality. Proceeding in this manner
for all scales N<Q<M produces a semicardinal basis.

2. Algorithms

Although semicardinal bases have the desirable prop-
erty of exact extraction, without the additional structure
of multiresolution analysis, it is difficult to develop effi-
cient methods for performing the operations needed in
physical calculations.

In particular, without the structure of multiresolution
analysis, the operations L,O,I,I † must be applied di-
rectly as multiplication by the corresponding matrices.
When working with the complete grids C0 ,C1 , . . . as
defined in Eq. (54), these matrices show a sparse,
fractal-like pattern. Figure 10 shows the appearance of
this pattern in one dimension for L and O when the
basis functions are ordered first according to scale from
coarsest to finest and then within each scale by location
in space. A similar pattern results for the matrices I and
I † except that, because of semicardinality, these matri-
ces are zero for matrix blocks either above or below the
diagonal, respectively.

After the process of restriction, as defined in Sec.
III.A and illustrated in Fig. 4, little of this sparsity re-
mains. In calculating electronic structure, the majority of
functions surviving the restriction will overlap with one
of the nuclei. The matrix elements among these surviv-
ing functions thus consist of dense blocks connecting all
of the functions associated with each atomic nucleus.
Multiplication by matrix blocks of such size requires
thousands of operations per basis function and is there-
fore relatively inefficient.

The inverse transform J has the potential to require
the solution of a general system of linear system of
equations and thus become even more problematic.

Semicardinality, however, provides just enough struc-
ture to allow the inverse transform to be performed in a
direct procedure requiring the same work as does I. To
see this, let f[f(GN) be a column vector of the samples
of a function on the finest grid and F[Jf be the expan-
sion coefficients we seek. Decomposing F into contribu-
tions on different scales and applying the identity
PGM
IPHQ

[PGM
(PGQ

IPHQ
)5PGM

PHQ
50, which fol-

lows from the algebraic definition of semicardinality (92)
and the facts that GM,GQ and GMùHQ50 for Q
.M , gives the following result for the values of the
function on the coarsest scale,

PGM
f5PGM

IF
5PGM

I~PGM
1PHM11

1••• !F

5PGM
F , (93)

where we have used the first property in Eq. (92) in the
final step. Thus, the expansion coefficients on the coars-
est scale are just the values of the function on the asso-
ciated points.

Now, proceeding iteratively, suppose the coefficients
of F are known up to scale Q and consider the values of
f on the next scale. Again using the conditions (92), we
have

PHQ11
f5PHQ11

I~PGQ
1PHQ11

1PHQ12
1••• !F

5~PHQ11
IPGQ

1PHQ11
!F ,

which gives the expansion coefficients on the next scale
explicitly as

PHQ11
F5PHQ11

f2PHQ11
IPGQ

F . (94)

Combining Eqs. (93) and (94) gives the following recur-
sive procedure for computing F5Jf ,

FM[f ,

FQ115FQ2PHQ11
IPGQ

FQ , (95)

FIG. 10. Sparsity pattern of Hermitian operator in a semicar-
dinal basis on C0 ,C1 , . . . in one dimension. (Basis functions
grouped into blocks according to scale from coarsest to finest.)
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F[FN .

Note that the total action of all of the operators
PHQ11

IPGQ
is to connect once each of the columns of I

with all points in the HQ11 . The implementation of Eq.
(95) is thus precisely as costly as the implementation of
I.

Finally, note that the algorithm (95) may be written as
the matrix product,

J5 )
Q5N21

M

~I2PHQ11
IPGQ

!, (96)

from which the procedure to compute J † is easily deter-
mined.

3. Semicardinal multiresolution analysis

The key feature of semicardinality, that the expansion
coefficients of scale Q for a function f(x) may be ex-
tracted from the sample values f(CQ), is incompatible
with the use of standard orthogonal or bi-orthogonal
multiresolution analyses. In bi-orthogonal multiresolu-
tion analyses (Daubechies, 1992), one considers both the
basis of scaling and detail functions and the dual to this
basis. The dual to any basis is defined as those functions
against which any function f(x) may be integrated to
determine its expansion coefficients in the original basis.
Orthogonal multiresolution analyses are thus a special
case of bi-orthogonal bases where the basis is its own
dual. For semicardinal bases, the exact extraction prop-
erty implies that the dual of the functions of scale Q are
linear combinations of Dirac d functions centered on the
points of CQ . Thus, a semicardinal basis of smooth func-
tions can never be orthogonal, and, because Dirac d
functions are not square-integrable, such a basis does
not technically fit into the bi-orthogonal wavelet frame-
work.

Nonetheless, it is possible to construct multiresolution
analyses that are semicardinal. Semicardinality, in fact,
nearly completely determines the allowable form for a
multiresolution analysis. To form a semicardinal multi-
resolution analysis it is necessary and sufficient that the
scaling functions be cardinal and that each of the 2d

21 detail functions for scale Q simply be the scaling

functions of scale Q11 associated with the correspond-
ing detail points. While this latter property may seem
unusual at first, having only one type of function in the
multiresolution analysis proves to be of considerable
convenience (Lippert, Arias, and Edelman, 1998).

To show that semicardinal multiresolution analyses
must have this form, consider first the requirements
which semicardinality places on the scaling functions.
The first semicardinality condition of Eq. (92) states that
the functions spanning the coarsest scale M must appear
cardinal on the coarsest grid, which is CM in the case of
a multiresolution analysis. Dilating this condition to the
scale Q50, gives the condition that the scaling functions
must be cardinal on the integer grid,

f~n2m !5dnm for n ,m in C0[Zd. (97)

Section V.C.1.b discusses the implications of this for
functions satisfying the two-scale relation.

Next, we turn to the detail functions. The second
semicardinality condition of Eq. (92) states that for all
qPDQ and pPCQ , the detail function associated with
point q must have value ca„2

Q21(p2q)…5dpq . Enforc-
ing this condition for all p and dilating the condition to
scale Q50 implies that, for all a ,ca(n/2)5dn0 for n
PZd. From this we find, for the detail coefficients of Eq.
(76), that

da ,n[ (
kPZd

da ,kdnk5 (
kPZd

da ,kf~n2k !

5ca~n/2!5dn0 . (98)

Therefore, as stated above, the detail functions ca(x)
5(kPZdda ,kf(2x2k)5f(2x) must be the scaling
functions from the next finer scale. For a general scale Q
this means that the detail functions for the points DQ11
are just the scaling functions on the corresponding
points in the single-scale representation of VQ11 .

Finally, we now verify that such a basis satisfies the
two-scale decomposition theorem. Equation (98) implies
that ma(q)51/2d for all a and q. Thus the determinant
from Eq. (70) becomes

det5S 1

2dD 2d21U m0~q ! . . . 1 . . . 1

A A A

m0~q1ph i! . . . ~21 !ha•h i . . . ~21 !h2d21•h i

A A A

m0~q1ph2d21! . . . ~21 !ha•h2d21 . . . ~21 !h2d21•h2d21

U56S 1

2dD 2d21

(
i

m0~q1ph i!,

(99)
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where, we have used the fact, derived in the Appendix,
that each cofactor in the determinant expansion along
the first column has the value 6(2d)2d2121, with a fixed
sign. For cardinal scaling functions, we have from Eq.
(105) in Sec. V.C.1 that the sum over the m0 appearing
in Eq. (99) is unity. Thus, as required for two-scale de-
composition, the determinant is never zero. The fact
that we find a simple constant for the determinant is a
direct reflection of the compact nature of the dual basis.

C. Interpolating, cardinal scaling functions

Because the previous section has already determined
the form that the detail functions of a semicardinal mul-
tiresolution analysis must take, it remains now only to
specify the scaling functions of such multiresolution
analyses. Accurate calculations in physical systems re-
quire that the reconstructions of physical functions from
sample values interpolate well the behavior of those
functions between the sampling points. Additionally, in
order to limit the processing required for each expan-
sion coefficient, in practice the basis functions should
have the minimal spatial extent possible. These condi-
tions represent two additional constraints beyond those
we have already imposed: cardinality for exact recovery
of expansion coefficients and the two-scale relation to
sustain multiresolution analysis. As we shall show in Sec.
V.C.1, the four constraints of (a) the two-scale relation,
(b) cardinality, (c) minimal support, and (d) interpola-
tion almost uniquely specify the scaling functions. In the
interest of brevity, we shall refer to such interpolating,
cardinal scaling functions as ‘‘interpolets.’’

Once the two-scale coefficients of the interpolets are
determined, the only other information needed to per-
form physical calculations are the matrix elements of
integral-differential operators between scaling functions
and the values of the scaling functions in real-space. Sec-
tions V.C.2 and V.C.3 describe the determination of
these quantities, and Sec. V.C.4 gives examples of spe-
cific functions, with tables displaying all information
needed in physical calculations.

1. Construction

We now discuss the mathematical implications of the
four constraints outlined above. Because we now con-
sider the very specific class of interpolating cardinal scal-
ing functions, we shall denote these functions as I(x), in
place of the generic f(x).

a. Two-scale relation

As discussed in Sec. IV.C, we may consider the entire
allowable class of scaling functions by considering only
functions constructed in Fourier space via

Ĩ~k !5S )
j51

`

m0~k/2j!D I~0 ! (100)

with an arbitrary 2pC0-periodic function m0(q) satisfy-
ing m0(0)51.

Each of the remaining conditions thus becomes a con-
dition on the acceptable two-scale symbols m0(q). Once
m0(q) is known, the two-scale coefficients cn

I~x !5(
n

cnI~2x2n !, (101)

used to form the operators IP11,P from Sec. IV.F, may
be recovered from Eq. (60).

b. Cardinality

Cardinality is the condition that the scaling functions
I(x) obey

I~n !5dn ,0 , for all nPC0 . (102)

To transform this into a constraint on the cn , and thus
on the m0(q), we dilate the two-scale relation by a fac-
tor of two,

I~x/2!5(
n

cnI~x2n !, (103)

and evaluate the result on the points x5m in C0 ,

I~m/2!5(
n

cnI~m2n !5(
n

cndmn5cm . (104)

Comparing with Eq. (102), cardinality determines all
‘‘even’’ terms in cn ,

c2n5dn0 for n in C0 .

To convert this into a condition on the two-scale sym-
bol, we remove all ‘‘odd’’ frequency components of
m0(q) leaving untouched the ‘‘even’’ frequency compo-
nents by periodizing the sum (60) on the lattice pC0 .
Cardinality thus implies that the two-scale symbol obey

(
i50

2d21

m0~k1ph i!5 (
nP2C0

2d
cn

2d
e2ik•n51, (105)

a result which we used in Eq. (99) to confirm that semi-
cardinal multiresolution analyses indeed satisfy the two-
scale decomposition theorem.

c. Minimal support

From Eq. (104) we see that cardinal scaling functions
extend at least as far as the range of nonzero elements in
the sequence cn . We thus limit our discussion to se-
quences with the shortest possible length. Correspond-
ingly, the m0(q) are to be constructed as the finite trigo-
nometric polynomial of the lowest order which satisfies
all other conditions on the scaling functions.

d. Interpolation

By ensuring the equivalence of the multiscale and
single-scale representations, multiresolution analysis
simplifies the consideration of how well a multiresolu-
tion basis interpolates physical functions to the consid-
eration of interpolation for the single-scale representa-
tion on the finest scale of the analysis. On the finest
scale, cardinality of the scaling functions gives
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f̃ N~x !5 (
pPCN

f~p !I„2N~x2p !… (106)

as the function f̃(x) in VN which matches exactly the
sample values f(CN). To ensure that this estimate inter-
polate f(x) to order l between the sample points, we
insist that it reproduce exactly all polynomials up to de-
gree l. By linearity, to do this, we need only impose the
reconstruction of all multinomials ) ixi

li where ( il i<l
and 0<l i . Rescaling this condition to the scale Q50, it
becomes

)
i

xi
li5 (

nPC0
S)

i
ni

liD I~x2n !. (107)

To determine the constraints which this condition
places on m0(q), we first consider the constraints which
it places on Ĩ(k). Condition (107) is a convolution lead-
ing to the familiar product form in Fourier space

E )
i

xi
li

e2ik•x ddk

~2p!d
5Ĩ~k ! (

nPC0
S)

i
ni

liD e2ik•n,

which becomes

]$l i%
d~d !~k !5Ĩ~k !•~2p!d (

nPC0

]$l i%
d~d !~k22pn !, (108)

where d(d)(q) is the d-dimensional Dirac d function and
]$l i%

denotes the mixed partial derivative ) i]xi

li , and we

have used the identity (ne2ik•n5(2p)d(nd(d)(k
22pn). Eliminating the singularities at nonzero points
in 2pC0 from the right-hand side of Eq. (108) requires a
high degree of regularity in Ĩ(k) at these points. Inte-
grating the derivatives of the d functions by parts reveals
that Eq. (108) implies the conditions

~2p!d]$l i%
Ĩ~2pn !5S)

i
d l i,0D dn ,0 for (

i
l i<l .

(109)

Figure 11 illustrates these conditions on Ĩ(k) for one
dimension. One important result is that interpolation
sets the normalization of the of the scaling functions.
The l50 condition at n50 is just Ĩ(0)51/(2p)d, or
equivalently,

E ddx I~x !51. (110)

The other conditions at n50 are that the higher order
integral moments up to order l be zero,

E ddx S)
i

xi
liD I~x !50 for 0,(

i
l i<l .

The conditions at the nonzero points in 2pC0 are most
simply expressed as the condition that Ĩ(k) have an
lth-order zero at these points.

The n50 conditions of Eq. (109) constrain the behav-
ior of m0(q) near q50. With a finite number of nonzero
cn from the condition of minimal support, we are as-
sured that, m0(q) is analytic. Recalling that m0(0)51,
we have that, near q50,

m0~q !511O~qb!, (111)

for some leading order b . Equation (100) then ensures
that Ĩ(k) has a similar analytic structure near k50,

Ĩ~k !5Ĩ~0 ! )
n51

`

@11O„~k/2n!b
…#5Ĩ~0 !@11O~kb!# .

(112)

Thus, we satisfy all n50 conditions from Eq. (109), in-
cluding the zeroth-order normalization condition, so
long as we take

Ĩ~k !5
1

~2p!d )
j51

`

m0~k/2j!, (113)

for some m0 satisfying

]$l i%
m0~0 !5)

i
d l i,0

for all (
i

l i<l . (114)

The final conditions concern Ĩ(k) at the nonzero
points of 2pC0 . From the form of the product (113), we
see that if Ĩ(k) is to have an lth order zero at G, then
the orders of the zeros of m0(q) among the points q
5G/2,G/4, . . . must sum to give at least this order. Be-
cause all nonzero points in pC052pC0/2 may be ex-
pressed in terms of the product of some non-negative
power of two with some vector in pD1 , if m0(q) has an
lth-order zero at each of the points pD1 , then Ĩ(k) will
have the appropriate analytic structure at the nonzero
points of 2pC0 . Noting the 2pC0-periodicity of the
m0(q), the final conditions imposed by interpolation on
the two scale symbol are thus

]$l i%
m0~pha!50 for all (

i
l i<l and 1<a<2d21,

(115)

with the ha defined as in Eq. (66). Figure 12 illustrates
these conditions for one dimension.

An interesting alternative to Eq. (115) is to note that
one could ensure the proper behavior in Ĩ(k) by instead
placing lth order zeros in m0(q) at the points of pD2 .
But, this and other such choices demand higher degrees

FIG. 11. Fourier transform of an interpolating, cardinal scaling
function.
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of oscillation in m0(q) and would require longer non-
zero sequences in cn . Also, condition (115) has the dis-
tinct advantage that when combined with condition
(114), the two conditions automatically imply cardinal-
ity, condition (105).

To minimize the support of the resulting functions, we
thus consider scaling functions constructed according to
Eq. (113) with m0(q) satisfying the conditions (114) and
(115) and which therefore satisfy all of our constraints.
For a given degree of interpolation l, the conditions
(114) and (115) are equivalent to a system of simple
linear equations for the two-scale coefficients cn . The
most compact set of coefficients satisfying these condi-
tions gives the most compact lth-order interpolating car-
dinal scaling function, or ‘‘interpolet.’’ Section V.C.4 de-
tails these equations and their solution in several useful
cases.

2. Overlaps

We now present a method for determining matrix el-
ements among the scaling functions directly from the
two-scale coefficients cn . As many of these results are
general, we revert temporarily to the notation f(x) for
the scaling functions. Once we begin to use specific
properties of interpolating cardinal functions, we shall
return to the notation I(x). The approach below has
been developed by several authors in one dimension and
is described in Strang and Nguyen (1996). We here give
the appropriate generalizations for multiple dimensions.

The specific information needed to apply the overlap
matrices O and L when using the procedures of Sec. VI
is the set of matrix elements among the functions of the
finest scale,

Mpq[E ddx f* „2N~x2p !…M̂fm„2
N~x2q !…

for p ,q in CN , (116)

with M̂ being the the identity operator 1̂ (for O) and the
Laplacian ¹2 (for L). To compute these elements we
exploit the fact that both 1̂ and ¹2 are homogeneous
operators.

The homogeneous operators of order h are those
which may be written in Fourier space as a linear com-
bination of multinomials of order h,

M̂̃5M ~h !~k ![ (
( j51

d hj5h

m $hj%)j
kj

hj (117)

for some set of coefficients m $hj%
. In real space, these

operators are just

M̂5M ~h !S ¹

i D , (118)

where i[A21. Taken together, the operators of order h
thus form a linear space of dimension equal to the cor-
responding number of multinomials, (d211h)!/@(d
21)!h!# . The multinomial coefficients m $hj%

for any
such operator may be extracted simply by acting with
the operator on the multinomial functions of order h,

m $hj%
5

M̂S)
j

xj
hjD

)
j

hj!
. (119)

Finally, we note that the identity operator M(k)51 be-
longs to the one-dimensional space of operators of order
h50 and that the Laplacian operator M(k)52( j51

d kj
2

comes from the space of operators of order h52, which
in d53 dimensions has dimension six.

For any such homogeneous operator, the required
matrix elements, Eq. (116), for any scale may be related
to a single universal set of matrix elements,

Mpq[E ddx f* „2N~x2p !…M ~h !S ¹

i Df„2N~x2q !…

5E ddx f* „2N~x2p !…2Nh

3S M ~h !S ¹u

i Df~u ! D U
u52N~x2q !

52N~h2d !~MW !2N~p2q ! , (120)

where we have changed integration variables to give an
expression in terms of overlaps on scale Q50 only, and
where

~MW !nPC0
[E ddx f* ~x2n !M̂f~x !. (121)

Now, to determine MW in terms of the two-scale coef-
ficients, we generate a recursion by using the two-scale
relation to write f(x) as a sum of scaling functions from
scale Q51 and then using Eq. (120) to reexpress the
resulting set of overlaps back in terms of MW ,

FIG. 12. Two-scale symbol m0 for an interpolating, cardinal
scaling function.
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~MW !pPC0
[E ddx f* ~x2p !M̂f~x !

5E ddxS (
mPC0

cm* f* „2~x2p !2m…D
3M̂S (

nPC0

cnf~2x2n ! D
5 (

m ,nPC0

cm* cn2h2dMW 2p1m2n ,

which can be rearranged as

22h~MW !pPC0
5 (

qPC0
S 22d (

nPC0

cq22p1n* cnD ~MW !q .

Thus, for each homogeneous operator of order h for
which the vector of matrix elements MW is well defined,
MW is an eigenvector of eigenvalue l522h of the two-
scale matrix

M̃pq[22d (
nPC0

cq22p1n* cn . (122)

We therefore expect the eigenspectrum of M̃ to consist
of clusters of degenerate eigenvalues of value 22h, with
degeneracies equal to the dimensionality of the space of
operators of order h and with eigenvectors containing
the overlaps for hth-order operators.

Determining the overlaps for a specific operator re-
quires additional information in order to select the ap-
propriate vector from the corresponding degenerate
subspace of M̃ . In the case of interpolating cardinal scal-
ing functions this information comes from the integral
normalization of the scaling functions (110) and the in-
terpolation condition (107). To ensure that a given ei-
genvector represents the correct operator, we verify the
values of the multinomial coefficients using the extrac-
tion formula (119),

m $hj%
5E ddx I* ~x ! m $hj%

5E ddx I* ~x !

M̂S)
j

xj
hjD

)
j

hj!

5E ddx I* ~x !
1

)
j

hj!
M̂S (

n
S)

j
nj

hjD I~x2n ! D

5(
n

S )
j

nj
hj

hj!
D ~MW !2n . (123)

Thus, to determine the vector of overlaps MW for an op-
erator of order h with coefficients m $hj%

one simply
forms the linear combination of eigenvectors of Eq.
(122) with eigenvalue 22h that satisfies the conditions
(123). Because the space of such vectors has one dimen-
sion for each multinomial condition in (123), this com-
pletely determines the vector MW .

3. Real-space values

Two approaches are available to compute the values
of the interpolets in real space from their two-scale co-
efficients cn . The traditional approach, appropriate for
any type of scaling function, is to note that the two-scale
relation (58), when evaluated at the points x[m/2P11 in
CP11 , gives

f~m/2P11!5 (
nPC0

cnf„~m22Pn !/2P
…, (124)

a direct formula for the values f(CP11) in terms of the
values f(CP). Using this, one may proceed iteratively
to compute the f(CQ) at any desired level of resolution.
To determine the values f(C0) needed to initialize the
process, one may generate a self-consistency relation by
evaluating the two-scale relation (58) on the points x
5m of C0 ,

f~m !5 (
nPC0

cnf~2m2n !5 (
qPC0

c2m2qf~q !.

The sequence f(C0) thus may be identified as the ei-
genvector with eigenvalue unity of the matrix C̃mq
[c2m2q . For cardinal scaling functions, of course, the
cardinality condition (102) prescribes explicitly that the
I(C0) be a discrete Kronecker d function centered on
the origin.

For cardinal scaling functions, a more convenient ap-
proach exists that does not make large strides through
the data set as does Eq. (124). Because V0,VP , I(x)
may be written exactly in terms of scaling functions on
scale P. Moreover, from the interpolation property, Eq.
(106), the proper linear combination for doing this is just

I~x !5 (
pPCP

I~p !I„2P~x2p !…. (125)

Letting p5m/2P, evaluating this relation on the points
x5n/2P11, where nPC0 , and using Eq. (104) to relate
the values I(C1) to the cn gives

I~n/2P11!5 (
mPC0

cn22mI~m/2P!, (126)

which again may be used iteratively to generate any
I(CQ) from the known values I(C0). A variant of this
approach exists for orthonormal functions and is de-
scribed in Daubechies (1992, Ch. 6.5).

4. Examples

The simplest interpolating cardinal scaling function
we shall consider is the first-order interpolet in one di-
mension. For l51 and d51, the conditions (114) and
(115) on the two-scale symbol are just m0(0)
51, m0(p)50, and m08(0)5m08(p)50. The general
appearance of such a function (Figure 12) leads quickly
to the ansatz, which may be easily verified, that the
choice m0(q)5cos2(2q)5@11cos(q)#/2 satisfies these
conditions. From this two-scale symbol, we have imme-
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diately that the two-scale coefficients are c051, c61
51/2, and cn50 for unu.1, as listed in Table I.

Using Eq. (126) to compute the real-space values of
I(x), we see that for this interpolet the value on each
detail point of DP11 is given simply by the average of
the values on the neighboring points of CP . Using the
notation $p% to indicate a complete shell of points related
by cubic symmetry, so that simply $p%56p in this one-
dimensional case, Table I gives the results of this pro-
cess. As evident from the table, this first-order interpo-
lating function is the piecewise linear ‘‘triangle’’ scaling
function sketched in Fig. 8. Finally, Table I also lists the
vectors of matrix elements (MW $h%)n computed according
to the prescription (121) of the previous section. For the
values with n,0, note that MW 2n

$h%5(21)hMW n
$h% in this and

all cases below.
Figure 13 illustrates the estimates f̃ Q(x) for the func-

tion f(x)5sin(2px) afforded by these first-order func-
tions for scales Q52 and Q53. The bases for VQ pro-
vide simple linear interpolation between the sample
points f(CQ), and as required by the interpolation con-
dition (107), clearly will reproduce exactly the constant
and linear functions. As a quantitative illustration of the
linear nature of this interpolation, Fig. 14 shows on a
logarithmic plot the root mean-square error in reproduc-
ing sin(2px) as a function of the sampling rate 2Q, as Q
varies from one through eight. As expected for linear
interpolation, to leading order, the error is second-order
and the data fall along a line of slope 22 in the plot.

To construct higher-order interpolets, we note that in
one dimension Eq. (105) ensures that the conditions on
m0(q) at q5p will be satisfied automatically whenever
the conditions (114) at q50 are satisfied. In terms of the
two-scale coefficients, these latter conditions are

1
2(n

nacn5da ,0 for 0<a<l . (127)

For second-order scaling functions this gives three inde-
pendent linear equations,

c21111c11c352,

2c211c113c350,

c211c1132c350.

Table II lists the two-scale coefficients that solve this
system and the values of the corresponding scaling func-
tion on the points of C1 . Figure 15 shows the appear-
ance of the second-order interpolet in real space. The
asymmetry of the function is a direct result of the lack of
symmetry in the sequence cn . Figure 14 shows the re-
construction of the sine function for these interpolets
also. The reconstruction is correct to second order and
the leading-order error is third-order, as expected.

TABLE I. First-order interpolating cardinal scaling function in
one dimension: nonzero two-scale coefficients (cn); function
values (I); and overlaps of ]h/]xh, Mn

$h% , as defined in Eq.
(121).

n 0 $1%

cn 1 1
2

x 0 $ 1
4 % $ 1

2 % $ 3
4 % $1%

I(C0) 1 0
I(D1) 1

2

I(D2) 3
4

1
4

I(C2) 1 3
4

1
2

1
4 0

n 0 1

MW $0% 2
3

1
6

MW $1% 0 1
2

MW $2% 22 1

FIG. 13. Interpolation with first-order interpolating scaling
functions: sin(2px) (solid curve), representation in V2 and V3
(dashed and dot-dashed curves, respectively).

FIG. 14. Root mean square error in reconstructing the sine
function as a function of the number of samples per period:
first- (solid line), second- (dash-dotted line), and third- (dashed
line) order interpolating scaling functions, exhibiting expo-
nents of 22, 23, and 24, respectively.
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The final function we consider in one dimension is the
third-order interpolet, which was used in the calcula-
tions in Arias et al. (1995), Arias (1995), and Lippert
et al. (1998) to produce the results shown in Figures 1, 2,
3, and 5 of this review. For odd orders of interpolation,
the odd-order conditions from Eq. (127) are always
equivalent to the condition that the interpolet be sym-
metric, cn5c2n . The remaining conditions for the third-
order case are just

c11c35
1
2

,

c119c350.

Table III gives the resulting two-scale coefficients, func-
tion values on C1 , and vectors of matrix elements for
homogeneous integral-differential operators. Figure 16
shows the function in real space, and Fig. 14 shows that
the leading error in reconstructing the sine function has
the expected fourth-order behavior. In one dimension,
for each odd order, the minimally supported interpolets
are just the scaling functions of Deslauriers and Dubuc
(1989).

In higher dimensions, the simplest way to construct
interpolets is to take the two-scale symbol to be an outer
product m0(q)[) i51

d m0
(1)(qi) of the two-scale symbol

m0
(1)(q) for the one-dimensional interpolet of the corre-

sponding order. The conditions (114) and (115) then fac-
tor into d separate one-dimensional conditions such that
if m0

(1)(q) is taken as the two-scale symbol for an
lth-order interpolet in one dimension, m0(q) will be the
two-scale symbol for an lth-order interpolet in d dimen-
sions. Because the two-scale coefficients are the Fourier
series coefficients of m0(q), the two-scale coefficients
for the d-dimensional interpolet are the outer product of
those for the generating one-dimensional interpolet, cn

[) i51
d cni

(1) . Finally, from the two-scale relation (113),
the scaling function corresponding to m0(q) is just the
outer product of the one-dimensional generating inter-
polet, I(x)[) i51

d I (1)(xi). As an example, Table IV
gives the two-scale coefficients for the first-order inter-
polet in d53 dimensions.

Although the outer-product prescription may always
be used to generate higher-dimensional interpolets of
very simple form, the resulting functions are generally
not as compact as possible. To illustrate the fact that

TABLE II. Second-order interpolet in one dimension: non-
zero two-scale coefficients (cn); function values (I); and over-
laps of ]h/]xh, Mn

$h% , as defined in Eq. (121).

n 21 0 1 3

cn
3
8 1 3

4 2
1
8

x 21 2
1
2 0 1

2 1 3
2 2 5

2 3

I(C1) 0 3
8 1 3

4 0 2
1
8 0 0 0

n 0 1 2 3

MW $0% 247
295

517
4720 2

17
590

3
4720

MW $1% 0 11
16 2

1
10

1
240

MW $2% 2
30
11

397
264 2

5
33

1
88

FIG. 15. Second-order interpolet in one dimension.

TABLE III. Third-order interpolating cardinal scaling function in one dimension: nonzero two-scale
coefficients (cn); function values (I); and overlaps of ]h/]xh, Mn

$h% , as defined in Eq. (121).

n 0 $1% $3%

cn 1 9
16 2

1
16

x 0 $ 1
2 % $1% $ 3

2 % $2% $ 5
2 % $3%

I(C1) 1 9
16 0 2

1
16 0 0 0

n 0 1 2 3 4 5

MW $0% 56 264
70 245

19 253
140 490 2

2827
70 245

6283
2 247 840 2

16
210 735 2

1
6 743 520

MW $1% 0 3659
5280 2

731
6930

481
73 920 2

4
10 395 2

1
665 280

MW $2% 2
20
9

9
8 0 2

1
72 0 0
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working in a full three-dimensional framework can gen-
erate more compact functions, we conclude this section
by constructing a third-order interpolet in d53 dimen-
sions that is not an outer product of three one-
dimensional functions.

For the third-order interpolet in three dimensions,
Eqs. (114) and (115) represent a total of 80 linear con-
ditions on the two-scale coefficients. Considering func-
tions with full cubic symmetry reduces this to just seven
conditions, as we now show. The reflection symmetries
about the coordinate planes, cn1 ,n2 ,n3

5c6n1 ,6n2 ,6n3
, en-

sure that the first- and third-order conditions, as well as
the conditions for the off-diagonal second-order multi-
nomials x1x2 , x1x3, and x2x3 , from Eq. (107) are all
satisfied, leaving only the zeroth-order condition and the
three diagonal second-order conditions, x1

2 , x2
2 , and x3

2 .
This set of four conditions has implications for m0(q) at
q50 and the seven points ph i . By the permutation
symmetries, among these eight total sets of implications,
only those for h at (000), (001), (011), (111) need be
enforced explicitly. The cardinality condition (105),
moreover, implies that one of these sets is redundant, so
that we need not impose the conditions at (011). The
zeroth-order conditions at the three remaining points
appear as the first three conditions in Eq. (128). For the
diagonal second-order conditions, symmetry renders the
three conditions at each of the two points (000), (111)
equivalent. One condition from each of these points ap-
pears in Eq. (128). At the final point, (001), the condi-
tions for x1

2 and x2
2 are also equivalent, and so only one

of these appears in Eq. (128). Finally, the x3
2 condition at

(001) makes up the last of the seven conditions in

AS c $000%

c $001%

c $011%

c $111%

c $003%

c $013%

c $113%

D 5S 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

D , (128)

where

A[S 1 6 12 8 6 24 24

1 2 24 28 2 28 224

1 26 12 28 26 24 224

0 2 8 8 18 80 88

0 22 28 28 218 280 288

0 2 0 28 18 0 288

0 22 8 28 218 80 288

D .

Table V gives the resulting coefficients along with the
coefficients for the outer product of three one-
dimensional, l53 interpolets. Figure 17 illustrates the
more compact nature of the result of the three-
dimensional construction by comparing the supports of
the two functions in the x350 plane. The three-
dimensional volume of the support of the new function
is smaller than that of the product form by a factor of
two. Finally, Fig. 18 shows the appearance of the new
function in the x350 coordinate plane as computed
from the recursion Eq. (126).

VI. MULTILEVEL METHODS

As Sec. V.B.2 discusses, the direct approach of apply-
ing the linear operators I, J, I †, J †, O, L by multi-
plying by the corresponding matrices is relatively costly,
requiring thousands of operations per coefficient in the
restricted multiresolution analyses typical in the calcula-
tion of electronic structure. For unrestricted multiresolu-
tion analyses, methods more efficient than direct matrix
multiplication exist. These methods exploit the structure

FIG. 16. Third-order interpolet in one dimension.

TABLE V. Two-scale coefficients for third-order interpolating cardinal scaling functions in d53
dimensions: full (d53)-dimensional construction (3d), product form (pd).

n $000% $001% $011% $111% $003% $013% $113% $033% $133% $333%

cn (3d) 1 9
16

5
16

11
64 2

1
16 2

1
32 2

1
64 0 0 0

cn (pd) 1 9
16

81
256

729
4096 2

1
16 2

9
256 2

81
4096

1
256

9
4096 2

1
4096

TABLE IV. Two-scale coefficients for first-order interpolating
cardinal scaling function in d53 dimensions (product form).

n 000 $001% $011% $111%

cn 1 1
2

1
4

1
8
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imposed by the two-scale relation to expend only O(1)
floating point operations per expansion coefficient.
Many of these methods, however, process information
on the unrestricted grid and, thus, in a restricted multi-
resolution analysis of nr functions will expend O(n/nr)
floating point operations per expansion coefficient,
where n is the number of points in the unrestricted mul-
tiresolution analysis. For all-electron calculations, n/nr
>104, and these approaches are also extremely ineffi-
cient.

The recent resolution of this problem has been to find
new ‘‘restrictable’’ methods which require only O(1)
operations per coefficient but which give results that are
unchanged even when ignoring the n2nr coefficients as-
sociated with functions removed in the restriction of the
multiresolution analysis. These methods then attain the
goal of expending only O(nr) operations in a restricted
multiresolution analysis of nr basis functions. We refer
to such methods as restrictable.

This section reviews the various approaches which
have been used in the calculation of electronic structure,
including both unrestrictable (Wei and Chou, 1996;
Tymczak and Wang, 1997) and restrictable (Beylkin,
Coifman, and Rokhlin, 1991; Lippert, Arias, and Edel-
man, 1998) methods. For clarity of presentation, we con-
sider in this section only operations in unrestricted mul-

tiresolution analyses, and dedicate Sec. VII specifically
to the effects of restriction.

A. Transforms

1. General and orthonormal bases

a. Forward transform

The forward transform of Sec. III.C.1 converts the
multiscale expansion coefficients FW N :M into the values of
the function on a set of points in real space. In a multi-
resolution analysis, the product IN :MFW N :M gives the co-
efficients FW N of the single-scale expansion of the func-
tion in VN . The values of the function on the points p of
the real-space grid G are then

~ fW !p5 (
aPCN

f„2N~p2a!…~IN :MFW N :M!a ,

or in matrix notation,

fW5FIN :MFN :M ,

where Fpa[f„2N(p2a)…. The forward transform op-
erator I of Eq. (10) is thus

I5FIN :M . (129)

In general, the invariance of the single-scale basis for
VN under the translations of the lattice CN means that
multiplication by the matrix F takes the form of a con-
volution. Multiplication by F may thus be carried out
using fast Fourier transform techniques with ap-
proximately 10 n log2 n floating-point operations
(Daubechies, 1992; Wei and Chou, 1996). Alternately,
when the f(x) are products of one-dimensional func-
tions, F may be factored into one-dimensional convolu-
tions along each of the coordinate directions, which ex-
pend a total of d„Vol supp f(x)…1/d n operations where d
is the dimension of space and Vol supp f(x) is the
volume of the region of space over which the function
f(x) is nonzero. For multiresolution analyses with car-
dinal scaling functions, both semicardinal bases (Arias,
Cho, Lam, and Teter, 1995; Yesilleten, 1997) and lifted
bases (Goedecker and Ivanov, 1998), multiplication by

FIG. 17. Support in x350 plane of (d53)-dimensional third-order interpolets: product form (left), three-dimensional construc-
tion (right).

FIG. 18. Minimally supported d53 third-order interpolet in
the x350 plane.
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F is far simpler: cardinality of the scaling functions im-
plies F5I , where I is the identity.

Figure 19 illustrates the flow of information corre-
sponding to each factor IP11,P in the definition (81) of
IN :M . The circles of the upper and lower rows represent
coefficients of the multiscale expansions FW N :P and
FW N :P11 , respectively. On the upper row, the larger and
smaller open circles represent the coefficients for the
scaling functions of scale P and detail functions of scale
P11, respectively, and the open circles on the lower row
represent coefficients for the scaling functions of scale
P11. The filled circles on both rows represent coeffi-
cients from finer scales, which are unaffected by IP11,P .
The arrows represent the individual multiply-add opera-
tions in the application of IP11,P to compute FW N :P11

5IP11,PFW N :P . Each arrow multiplies the expansion co-
efficient at its base by a constant factor and accumulates
the result onto coefficient at its head. The factors that
the arrows carry are the two-scale coefficients cn and
dn , or unity in the case of the dotted arrows. Note that
the coefficients FW N :P11 are taken to be zero before the
accumulation begins. Also, for clarity, the figure shows
only the connections associated with two-scale coeffi-
cients in the range unu<1. Figure 20 illustrates, for three
levels, the cascading data flow of Eq. (80) when the
IP11,P string together to make the final multiscale op-
erator IN :M .

The translational symmetry of the cn and dn coeffi-
cients, reflecting the invariance of the two-scale basis for
VP % WP11 under the translations of CP , implies that
the data flow corresponding to IP11,P takes the form of
a set of convolutions, one for the scaling function and
one for each of the 2d 2 1 detail functions of the two-
scale basis. As with F , these convolutions may be car-
ried out using Fourier transform techniques, or, in the
case of product basis functions, factored into sets of one-
dimensional convolutions along the coordinate direc-
tions and treated all at once (Daubechies, 1992, Chap.
10).

b. Conjugate forward transform

The conjugate forward transform is

I †5IN :M
† F†. (130)

The implementation of this expression parallels that of
Eq. (129). In the general case, F† is a convolution car-
ried out as described above, and for the case of cardinal
scaling functions, F†5I . The component factors I P11,P

†

of IN :M
† are again invariant under the translations of CP

and may be implemented with either Fourier techniques
or, for product functions, factored into one-dimensional
convolutions.

The information flow for multiplication by IN :M
† is

again a cascade of two-scale connections I P11,P
† , but

now in reverse order. Note that, when written in terms
of components, the matrix multiplication aW 5MbW is ai
5( jmijbj , and multiplication by the Hermitian conju-
gate, aW 5M†bW , is aj5( imij* bi . This means that in infor-
mation flow diagrams multiplication by the Hermitian
conjugate simply reverses the direction of the arrows
and conjugates the factors associated with the arrows.
Figure 21 illustrates this information flow for one stage
I P11,P

† of the cascade for IN :M
† .

c. Inverse transform

For general unrestricted multiresolution analysis and
restricted semicardinal multiresolution analyses, the for-
ward transform I is invertible, and we thus consider the
case J[I21. Then, the inverse transform is

J5IN :M
21 F21. (131)

For orthonormal wavelets, the inverse convolution F21

must be computed using Fourier techniques that require
access to the unrestricted grid. The use of cardinal scal-
ing functions removes this complication, for then simply
F215I .

In multiresolution analysis, the condition (70) ensures
that the two-scale components I P11,P

21 of the cascade for
IN :M

21 always exist as linear operators. The invariance of
IP11,P under the translations of CP ensures that the in-
formation flow for I P11,P

21 always takes the form of Fig-
ure 22 for some set of dual coefficients c̃n and d̃n , de-
fined by convention with the complex conjugation as
labeled in the figure. For orthonormal wavelets I P11,P

21

FIG. 19. Information flow of the operation FN :P11
5IP11,PFN :P (general multiresolution analysis).

FIG. 20. Information flow of the multiscale operation FN :N
5IN :MFN :M (general multiresolution analysis).

FIG. 21. Information flow of the operation FN :P

5I P11,P
† FN :P11 (general multiresolution analysis).
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5I P11,P
† so that, comparing Figures 21 and 22, the two-

scale coefficients and the dual coefficients are identical.
The dual coefficients also have a special structure in
semicardinal bases, which we shall explore in Sec.
VI.A.2.

d. Conjugate inverse transform

The remaining transform is the Hermitian conjugate
of Eq. (131),

J †5IN :M
2† F2†, (132)

where, for any invertible matrix, A2†[(A21)†

5(A†)21. In general, the operation F2† may be imple-
mented either with Fourier techniques or by inverting
the convolution associated with F†. Again, cardinal scal-
ing functions are much simpler and give just F2†5I .
The operations of the cascade for IN :M

2† are obtained by
complex conjugation and reversal of the flow of Figure
22. As may be seen from Figure 23, the convention for
the definition of the dual coefficients has been estab-
lished to ensure that the conjugate inverse transform is
just the forward transform associated with the dual co-
efficients. In the orthonormal case, where the coeffi-
cients and their duals are the same, this represents the
expected result that the conjugate inverse and forward
transforms are the same. The next section discusses the
form for the I P11,P

2† in semicardinal bases.

2. Semicardinal bases

As we saw in the preceding section, orthonormal
bases have the advantage that the dual coefficients ap-
pearing in the inverse transforms are identical to the
two-scale coefficients of the forward transform. The dis-
advantage is that access to the unrestricted grid of finest
resolution is needed to implement the inverse convolu-
tions F21 and F2†. Because these later operations are
trivial for bases with cardinal scaling functions, semicar-
dinal bases will have a great advantage provided the
dual coefficients needed for the inverse transforms are
simple in form, as we now verify.

The particularly simple form for the dual coefficients
for semicardinal multiresolution analyses arises from the
structure of the IP11,P . To elucidate this structure, we
analyze IP11,P into its effects on different scales,
IP11,P5(PCP11

1PBP11
)IP11,P(PCP11

1PBP11
), where

BP11 is the set of points on scales beyond P11 as de-
fined in Eq. (56). Because IP11,P does not affect func-
tions beyond scale P11, we may use Eq. (86) to simplify
this to IP11,P5PBP11

1PCP11
IP11,PPCP11

. Next, accord-

ing to Eq. (92), the fact that the two-scale basis for VP
1WP11 is semicardinal on the hierarchy CP,CP11
gives PCP11

IP11,PPCP
5PCP

1PDP11
IP11,PPCP

and
PCP
IP11,PPDP11

5PDP11
. Combining these results, we

have

IP11,P5PBP11
1„~PCP

1PDP11
IP11,PPCP

!1PDP11
…

5I1PDP11
IP11,PPCP

. (133)

As Fig. 24(a) illustrates, this means that, apart from the
simple copy operation of multiplication by I, the only
effect of IP11,P in the semicardinal case is to add onto
the detail points DP11 information coming from the
coarse points CP .

The full forward transform, given this structure for
IP11,P and the fact that F5I , therefore is

I5 )
P5N21

M

~I1PDP11
IP11,PPCP

!, (134)

which corresponds to the following recursive algorithm
for computing f5IF ,

FN :M[F ,

FN :P115FN :P1PDP11
IP11,PPCP

FN :P , (135)

f[FN :N .

As we show in Sec. VII, this algorithm is restrictable and
gives the same results even when completely ignoring
points and coefficients eliminated in a restricted
multiresolution analysis. Thus, with this approach,

FIG. 22. Information flow of the operation FN :P

5I P11,P
21 FN :P11 (general multiresolution analysis).

FIG. 23. Information flow of the operation FN :P11

5I P11,P
2† FN :P (general multiresolution analysis).

FIG. 24. Information flow in a semicardinal basis: (a) forward
transform, (b) inverse transform. (For respective conjugate
transforms, conjugate and reverse the direction of the arrows.)
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the forward transform is extremely efficient and
may be computed with only Vol supp I(x) operations
per coefficient, or d„Vol supp I(x)…1/d in the case of a
product interpolet.

As described above, the conjugate to the forward
transform (130) simply reverses the direction of the in-
formation flow relative to Fig. 24(a). In product form,
we have

I †5 )
P5M

N21

~I1PCP
I P11,P

† PDP11
!, (136)

corresponding to the following algorithm for computing
F5I †f ,

FN :N[f ,

FN :P5FN :P111PCP
I P11,P

† PDP11
FN :P11 , (137)

F[FN :M .

Despite the fact that information appears to flow in from
missing points when reversing the arrows in Fig. 24(a),
we show in the next section that this algorithm is also
restrictable and thus very efficient in restricted multi-
resolution analyses.

Determining the dual coefficients, which are needed
to invert each stage IP11,P , amounts to finding a pre-
scription for undoing the effects of the forward trans-
form. As Fig. 24(a) shows, semicardinality ensures that
the forward transform has no effect on the data sitting
on the points of CP , so that, in the inverse transform
too, these data may be left unmodified. The information
flowing diagonally from the points of CP in the forward
transform, however, does corrupt the values on the
points of DP . Because the information that flowed
along these links sits on the points of CP at the start of
the inverse transform, to determine the values originally
sitting on DP , one need only carry information along
the same diagonal links but with coefficients of the op-
posite sign. Figure 24(b) illustrates the resulting data
flow for the inverse transform. Figures 24(a) and 24(b)
are constructed so that the entire diagram may be
viewed from top to bottom as the process that first per-
forms the forward transform and then inverts it. Note
that, to accomplish this, the sequence of spaces in Fig.
24(b) is reversed relative to that of the preceding dia-
grams.

Comparing Fig. 24(b) with Fig. 22 we see that in semi-
cardinal multiresolution analyses, the dual coefficients
are c̃n* 5dn5dn0 and d̃n* 52dn2cn . Expressed in our
matrix notation, Figure 24(b) represents

I P11,P
21 5I2PDP11

IP11,PPCP
, (138)

which may be verified algebraically by multiplication
with Eq. (133) and use of the identity PCP

PDP11
50. The

full inverse transform is thus

J[I215 )
P5M

N21

~I2PDP11
IP11,PPCP

!, (139)

which may be cast into a recursion to compute F5Jf :

FN :N[f ,

FN :P5FN :P112PDP11
IP11,PPCP

FN :P11 ; (140)

F[FN :M .

Section VII verifies that this inverse transform is also
restrictable.

Finally, the conjugate inverse transform is

J †5 )
P5N21

M

~I2PCP
I P11,P

† PDP11
!, (141)

which may be computed with the restrictable algorithm,

FN :M[F ,

FN :P115FN :P2PCP
I P11,P

† PDP11
FN :P , (142)

f[FN :N ,

which simply reverses the direction of information flow
from that of Fig. 24(b).

3. Lifted bases

We close this section with a brief consideration of
bases constructed by lifting semicardinal bases through
the scheme of Sweldens (1996), as was done in
Goedecker and Ivanov (1998). In the lifting scheme,
each detail function ca(x) consists of an original un-
lifted detail function ca

(0)(x) plus an arbitrary linear
combination of scaling functions from the next coarser
scale,

ca~x2ha/2![ca
~0 !~x2ha/2!1(

n
sa ,nf~x2n !,

where the ha are the decoration points on which the
detail functions are centered. [See Eq. (74).] Although a
nonzero choice for the coefficients sa ,n destroys semicar-
dinality, these coefficients may be chosen to optimize
the basis for other purposes. In Goedecker and Ivanov
(1998), for instance, this combination is taken to pro-
duce detail functions with zero integral and zero multi-
pole moments up to some order, for use in solving Pois-
son’s equation.

With detail functions of this form, each stage of the
cascade for the full forward transform may then proceed
in two phases: (1) the lifted multilevel description FN :P
of the function is converted to the unlifted representa-
tion FN :P

(0) by transferring the weights sa ,n from the detail
functions of scale P11 to the scaling functions of scale
P ; (2) the unlifted forward transform is carried out on
FN :P

(0) to produce FN :P11 . Figure 25(a) shows this two-
stage process for the component operation IP11,P in the
forward transform of a lifted semicardinal basis. The
conjugate forward transform just reverses this informa-
tion flow and conjugates the factors carried by the ar-
rows.
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One may apply precisely the same logic as used in
generating Fig. 24(b) to invert each of these two stages
in sequence to produce the lifted version of I P11,P

21 . Fig-
ure 24(b) shows the resulting information flow. The con-
jugate to this inverse reverses the information flow and
conjugates the factors carried by the arrows in the fig-
ure.

Finally, we note that to compute the full transforms,
one cascades the above component operations according
to Eqs. (129)–(132) and uses the fact that, because the
scaling functions remain the same, F5I is still true.

B. Operators

When working with unrestricted multiresolution
analyses, the operation of multiplying by matrices of the
form

M ab[E ddx ba* ~x !M̂bb~x !, (143)

where M̂ is some integral-differential operator, is most
easily performed in the finest single-scale representation
(VN) where the matrix elements are invariant under
translations of the lattice CN and thus represent a simple
convolution. Substituting the construction formula

ba~x ![ (
pPCN

~IN :M!paf„2N~x2p !…

into Eq. (143) gives the overlaps in the multiresolution
representation as

M5IN :M
† MIN :M , (144)

where M is the single-scale overlap matrix M on the
finest scale, as defined in Eq. (116). This immediately
gives an O(n) method for applying M, where n is the
number of points on the finest grid CN : transform to the
single-scale representation on level N, apply the convo-
lution M, and transform back to the multiresolution rep-
resentation with I †. The main disadvantages of this ap-
proach, which is used in Wei and Chou (1996) and in
Tymczak and Wang (1997), are that (a) it is not restrict-
able and (b) it requires storage and processing of data
on the unrestricted grid CN .

The nonstandard multiply approach of Beylkin et al.
(1991) provides one way of applying operators in multi-
resolution bases with linear computational effort while
circumventing the need to work directly with the VN
representation. A more general approach (Lippert,
Arias, and Edelman, 1998), which includes the non-
standard multiply as one special case, is to follow the
strategy which underlies Greengard and Rokhlin’s fast
multipole method (Greengard and Rokhlin, 1989). The
idea is to eliminate the redundancies inherent in the ma-
trix elements of M by lumping information together
into coarse and fine contributions. However, rather than
using multipole moments to summarize fine-scale infor-
mation in an approximate way, one may exploit the two-
scale relation to gather together the fine-scale overlaps
exactly. And, rather than using Taylor series to summa-
rize smooth information approximately, one may use the
two-scale relation to represent smooth-scale information
exactly in terms of coarse scaling functions. The remain-
ing information on proximate scales then may be
handled efficiently by direct, and thus also exact, multi-
plication.

To define precisely the separation into ‘‘fine,’’ ‘‘proxi-
mate,’’ and ‘‘smooth’’ contributions, we first decompose
the operator M into contributions affecting the results
on the different scales M<Q<N of the multiresolution
analysis,

M5~PCM
1•••1PDQ

1•••1PDN
!M. (145)

For a given term specified by its scale Q, there are con-
tributions that originate from scales R which are either
‘‘proximate’’ (uR2Qu,l ), ‘‘finer’’ (R>Q1l ), or
smoother (R<Q2l ), where l is a measure of scale
separation. Following this classification, for a given Q,
we partition the set of all points in the multiresolution
analysis as a union of disjoint sets

CN5SQøPQøFQ . (146)

Although the interpretation of SQ , PQ , and FQ is
clear, the precise nature of these sets of points involves a
variety of minor details as Q approaches the coarse and
fine limits of the multiresolution analysis. In particular,
when Q2l ,M , all of the smoother grids (including
CM) are proximate and SQ is empty. On the other hand,

FIG. 25. Information flow for a lifted semicardinal basis: (a)
forward transform, (b) inverse transform. (For respective con-
jugate transforms, conjugate and reverse the direction of the
arrows.)
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when Q1l .N , all of the finer contributions are proxi-
mate and FQ is empty. An additional notational compli-
cation is the fact that the points on scale Q5M are the
lattice CQ whereas the points on the finer scales Q.M
make up the detail crystals DQ . To ease the burden of
constantly making this distinction, we define

LQ[H CQ if Q5M ,

DQ if Q.M

as all points on level Q. With these considerations, the
precise definitions for SQ , PQ , and FQ are

SQ[H B if Q2l ,M ,

CQ2l if Q2l >M ,

FQ[H B if Q1l .N ,

BQ1l 21 if Q1l <N ,

PQ[CN2SQ2FQ5 ø
R5 max~M ,Q2l 11 !

min ~N ,Q1l 21 !

LR ,

where B is the empty set. With these definitions, the full
decomposition of M is

M5 (
Q5M

N

PLQ
M~PSQ

1PPQ
1PFQ

!. (147)

Our discussion for the implementation of these various
terms will be limited to the semicardinal case, which has
been shown to be restrictable (Lippert, Arias, and Edel-
man, 1998), and so we return to the specialized notation
I(x) for the scaling functions, in place of the generic
f(x).

To evaluate the proximate contributions we first de-
fine the inter-scale matrices of overlaps connecting the
scaling functions of VP with the scaling functions of VR ,

~MP ,R!pr5H E ddx I* „2P~x2p !…M̂I„2R~x2r !… if pPCP and rPCR ,

0 otherwise,
(148)

which, following the same argument which led to Eq.
(144), take the form

MP ,R[PCP
IN :P

† MIN :RPCR
. (149)

Note that the MP ,R are invariant under the translations
of the lattice Cmin(P ,R) and thus may be implemented as
convolutions.

The proximate contributions all involve terms of the
form PLQ

MPLR
[PLQ

I †MIPLR
. To simplify this ex-

pression, we use the identity

IN :MPLR
5IN :RPLR

, (150)

which may be proven using (81) and (133). Alternately,
Eq. (150) may been seen immediately as the algebraic
statement that in a semicardinal multiresolution analysis
the basis functions associated with the points p of scale
R, whose values are the columns picked out of IN :M by
PLR

on the left-hand side of Eq. (150), are just the scal-
ing functions from the single-scale representation of
scale R associated with the same points p. With Eq.
(150), the proximate scale terms are just

PLQ
MPLR

5PLQ
IN :M

† MIN :MPLR

5PLQ
PCQ
IN :Q

† MIN :RPCR
PLR

5PLQ
MQ ,RPLR

, (151)

where on both sides of M in the second line we have
used Eq. (150) and the fact that always LR,CR so that
PLR

5PCR
PLR

.
Unlike the stages of the transforms, the interscale ma-

trices, used here to apply operators, do not convert one
multiscale representation into another but rather link
together different single-scale representations. We thus
introduce a second useful diagrammatic representation
for the coefficients of a multiresolution analysis. The
horizontal rows of Figure 26 represent the scaling func-
tions for each single-scale representation VQ . The basis
for a semicardinal multiresolution analysis consists of a
subset of these functions and includes for each point in
CM , DM11•••DN only the scaling function of the coars-
est scale containing that point. These scaling functions
are indicated in the figure as filled circles. In practical
implementations it is convenient to maintain data struc-
tures that include coefficients for the redundant scaling
functions from finer scales, which are represented in the
figure as open circles. We refer to this as the redundant
representation. This redundant representation simplifies
significantly the implementation of the MQ ,R as convo-
lutions and represents only a small increase in storage by
a factor of 2d/(2d21), which is just 8/7 in d53 dimen-
sions. See Lippert et al. (1998).

The arrows in Fig. 26 represent the calculation of the
proximate contributions according to Eqs. (147) and
(151). The calculation begins with the coefficients of the
vector to which the operator is applied residing on the
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left of the diagram and with all coefficients residing on
the right being initialized to zero. Then, each arrow
pointing from a level R on the left to a level Q on the
right accumulates onto level Q the result of the convo-
lution MQ ,R applied to the information present on level
R. Note that the factors PLR

in Eq. (151) imply that the
coefficients associated with the redundant functions on
the left of the figure should be set to zero before per-
forming these convolutions. After the accumulation of
the convolutions, the proximate contribution to M ap-
pears on the filled circles on the right-hand side of the
diagram. As with all diagrams in this section, the factors
PLQ

in Eq. (151) indicate that the final values computed
on the empty circles are extraneous and simply may be
ignored, or not computed at all.

Next, we turn to the smooth contributions, which
need only be computed when Q2l >M . The basic
strategy for these terms is to expand the smooth contri-
butions exactly in terms of scaling functions on scale Q
2l . To do this, note that with the expression (144) for
M and the definition SQ[CQ2l , PDQ

MPSQ
ends in a

product of the form IN :MPSQ
[IN :MPCQ2l

, which be-
comes

IN :MPCQ2l
5IN :Q2l ~PCQ2l

IN :M!, (152)

after some manipulation of Eq. (134). The result (152)
also may be seen immediately as the algebraic statement
that in a semicardinal multiresolution analysis the mul-
tiscale basis functions from scale Q2l or coarser,
whose values appear in IN :MPCQ2l

, may be expanded
exactly in the single-scale representation on level Q
2l with coefficients equal to the values of these basis
functions from coarser scales at the corresponding
points of CQ2l . Using Eq. (150) on the left, Eq. (152)
on the right, and the result (149), the smooth contribu-
tions become simply

PLQ
MPSQ

5PLQ
IN :Q

† MIN :Q2l PCQ2l
IN :M

5PLQ
MQ ,Q2l IN :M . (153)

Figure 27 illustrates the information flow for the form
of the smooth contributions in (153). First, the forward
transform IN :M is carried out using the cascade algo-
rithm (135), as represented by the curved arrows. (In
practice, the cascade need not be carried out completely
as the results on the finest few levels will not be used.)
Next, the vertical arrows indicate that one must ensure
that the resulting coefficients are replicated on all finer

levels, for they will be accessed also from these levels by
the MQ ,Q2l . The final step in computing the smooth
contribution is to perform the interscale convolutions
MQ ,Q2l represented by the diagonal arrows in Fig. 26.

Finally, the strategy for the finer contributions,
present whenever Q2l <N , is to gather overlap infor-
mation from finer scales in the form of the matrix ele-
ments,

FQ[PCQ
MPFQ

. (154)

Note that the finer scale contributions in Eq. (147)
for any scale Q may be extracted from these objects as
simply PLQ

FQ . To gather the effects of finer scales
on the FQ , we use the decomposition FQ
5DQ1l øFQ11 and make the replacement IN :QPCQ

5IN :Q11PCQ11
IQ11,QPCQ

to convert Eq. (154) into the
recursion

FQ5PCQ
MPDQ1l

1PCQ
MPFQ11

5MQ ,Q1l PDQ1l
1PCQ

IQ11,Q
† FQ11 , (155)

which may be solved for all FQ with FN2l

[PCN2l
MPDN

as the starting point of the recursion.
Figure 28 illustrates the information flow for this pro-

cess. The MQ ,Q1l convolutions may be first computed
and then ‘‘folded-in’’ as the recursion (155) proceeds.
These convolutions are indicated by the diagonal ar-
rows. As with the proximate contributions, the projec-
tions PDQ1l

imply that the redundant points associated
with the open circles on the left carry zero value for
these convolutions. Once the convolutions are precom-
puted in this manner, the finer scale contributions are
computed from the recursive accumulation of the action
of IQ11,Q

† from each scale onto the next coarser scale in

FIG. 26. Information flow for proximate contributions to M:
interscale convolutions MR ,Q (arrows).

FIG. 27. Information flow for smooth contributions toM: cas-
cade algorithm for IN :M (curved arrows), access to data on
multiple scales (vertical arrows), interscale convolutions MR ,Q
(diagonal arrows).

FIG. 28. Information flow for fine contributions to M: inter-
scale convolutions MR ,Q (diagonal arrows), I P11,P

† stages pro-
ceeding in sequence from finest to coarsest (curved arrows).
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sequence, from the bottom to the top of the figure, as
represented by the curved arrows. In practice, the op-
erations IQ11,Q

† on the finest few scales work with data
with zero value and so need not be computed.

The sum of the contributions illustrated in Figs. 26–28
gives the final result of the application of the operator
M. The complete procedure for computing H5MG for
any vector G for the nontrivial cases N2M>l which
involve more than just proximate contributions is thus

FN2l 5MN2l ,NPDN
G , g[IG ; (156)

FQ5MQ ,Q1l PDQ1l
G1PCQ

IQ11,Q
† FQ11

~for Q,N2l !;

H5 (
Q5M1l

N

PLQ
MQ ,Q2l •g

1 (
Q5M

N S (
R5 max~M ,Q2l 11 !

min~N ,Q1l 21 !

PLQ
MQ ,RPLR

•G D
1 (

Q5M

N2l

PLQ
FQ .

The nonstandard multiply approach of Beylkin et al.
(1991) corresponds to the special case l 51 case of this
approach. For the restrictions usually encountered in
atomic calculations, the case l 52 has been shown to
improve the speed of calculations by at least a factor of
four (Lippert, 1998; Lippert, Arias, and Edelman, 1998).

VII. IMPACT OF RESTRICTION

We now consider how the prescriptions (135), (137),
(140), (142), (156) for operations in semicardinal multi-
resolution analyses are affected when the analysis is re-
stricted. We show that, under relatively mild conditions,
it is possible to simply ignore the missing coefficients
and yet obtain exactly the results of an unrestricted mul-
tiresolution analysis and thus achieve the ultimate goal
of expending O(1) operations per expansion coefficient
while, remarkably, introducing no additional approxima-
tions beyond the choice of basis set. These issues were
first explored by Lippert et al., which then prompted the
study and development of the concept of ‘‘S trees’’ (Co-
hen and Danchin, 1997). We now present the discussion
of Lippert et al. (1998) using the explicit matrix notation
introduced in Sec. IV.F.

We begin by introducing the notation @*# as the re-
striction of the scope of the object ‘‘*’’ to the functions
and grid points surviving the restriction of a multireso-
lution analysis. The restriction [S] of a set of points S, for
example, is defined as the set of those points of S asso-
ciated with functions that survive the restriction. The set
of all surviving points is the restriction of the finest grid
in the multiresolution analysis, @CN# . Thus, in general,
for any set of points S,

@S#[@CN#ùS ,

or in terms of projections,

P[S]5P[CN]PS5PSP[CN] . (157)

The restriction of any linear operator O is defined so
that its matrix elements ignore coefficients that have
been restricted from the multiresolution analysis. Alge-
braically, this is achieved by projection,

@O#[P[CN]OP[CN] . (158)

Consistent with this definition, the matrices O and L
used in Sec. III.C involve only overlaps between func-
tions present in the basis.

This simple prescription for the restriction of linear
operators, however, is not appropriate in general for the
transforms, which relate expansion coefficients on one
side with function values at points in real space on the
other. Even a smooth function will have significant val-
ues in real space on the grid points associated with ex-
tremely fine functions. Thus, great care is needed to en-
sure that the lack of access to this information does not
adversely affect the results of expressions involving the
transforms. For semicardinal bases, as we shall see, very
mild conditions on the restriction of the multiresolution
analysis can ensure that the unknown expansion coeffi-
cients will have absolutely no impact on the function val-
ues computed by the forward transform on the surviving
points. In our formulation, this means

@I#[P[CN]IP[CN]5P[CN]I. (159)

Most critically, we also insist that the missing real-space
information has absolutely no impact on the expansion
coefficients computed by the inverse transform for the
surviving functions,

@J#[P[CN]JP[CN]5P[CN]J. (160)

Taken together, conditions (159) and (160) have the re-
markable consequence, to which we first alluded in Sec.
II.B, that, even in a restricted basis, we may compute the
expansion coefficients for any nonlinear combination of
fields—for example, the exchange-correlation energy
density exc(r)—and obtain results identical to what
would be obtained by working with an unrestricted mul-
tiresolution analysis of arbitrarily high resolution.

A. Transforms

For the transforms, we begin by considering the impli-
cations of condition (160) for the allowable restrictions
of semicardinal multiresolution analyses. The inverse
transform in semicardinal bases (139) has a particularly
simple form that is useful for understanding the impact
of restriction. Because PCP

PDQ11
50 for all P,Q , the

fact that the product (139) orders terms from coarsest to
finest from left to right implies that all but the zero- and
first-order terms in PDP11

IP11,PPCP
vanish from the

product, leaving only the sum

J5I2 (
P5M

N21

PDP11
IP11,PPCP

.

Inserting this into Eq. (160) and using Eq. (157) gives
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P[CN]2 (
P5M

N21

P[DP11]IP11,PP[CP]

5P[CN]2 (
P5M

N21

P[DP11]IP11,PPCP
.

Because the @DP11# are disjoint, the sums must be equal
term by term in P[DP11] , leading to the condition

P[DP11]IP11,P~PCP
2P[CP]!

5P[DP11]IP11,PPCP2[CP]50. (161)

Given that all the points in @CP# must appear in @CP11# ,
the simplest geometric interpretation of Eq. (161) is that
no single-scale basis function associated with a point
dropped from scale P may have a nonzero two-scale ex-
pansion coefficient for any scaling function maintained
in the basis on level P11. This is referred to as the
good-grid condition.

Figure 29 illustrates the effects of the good-grid con-
dition on the progress of a calculation. The figure fol-
lows the same conventions as the figures of Sec. VI.A,
but now the multiresolution analysis is restricted to pro-
vide the resolution of VM in the left half of the figure, to
make a brief transition through VM11 , and finally to
attain the resolution of VM125VN on the right. Al-
though the figure shows the information flow that would
occur in the full multiresolution analysis, it shows only
those coefficients that survive the restriction. Geometri-
cally, the condition (161) states that no arrow in the for-
ward transform (upper half of the figure) that originates
from a missing point may terminate on a surviving point.
This ensures that the surviving coefficients computed at
each stage of the restricted transform are unaffected by
the missing coefficients. For semicardinal multiresolu-
tion analyses, although some coefficients are negated,
the pattern of the information flow for the inverse trans-
form (lower half of the figure) is the same as for the
forward transform. Thus, the inverse too is unaffected
by ignoring coefficients on the restricted points. Finally,
the figure illustrates the observation made above that, so
long as the good-grid condition is maintained, the pro-
cess of computing expansion coefficients for the results
of a local nonlinear interaction such as exc(( ifuc i(x)u2)
(represented by the vertical solid connections in the cen-
ter of the figure) remains unaffected by coefficients re-
stricted from the multiresolution analysis.

Figure 30 illustrates the constraints of the good grid
condition on allowable restrictions for functions of sup-
port 62. The presence of the one point on scale M12 in
the figure requires the survival, in the restriction of the
multiresolution analysis VM % WM11 % WM12 , of all of
the other points in the figure. As the figure illustrates,
the physical requirement of the good-grid condition is
just that the restriction pass through finite regions rep-
resenting each level of resolution in sequence, that it
does not skip resolutions discontinuously. Because the
expansion coefficients of physical functions exhibit this

behavior naturally (Fig. 5), the good-grid condition gen-
erally represents little or no additional burden in the
restriction of the basis.

To establish algebraically that on good grids the pro-
cedures (135), (140), (137), (142) give correct results
when working only with data on the surviving points, we
first note that on a good grid the separate stages of the
transforms individually obey the restriction conditions

@IP11,P#5P[CN]IP11,P , (162)

@IP11,P
21 #5P[CN]I P11,P

21 , (163)

as follows directly from the defining good-grid condition
(161) and the decompositions (133), (138). Next we note
that working with only data on the surviving points
amounts to ignoring at each step of a procedure the in-
put from and output onto the restricted points. Algebra-
ically, this corresponds to replacing the factors in the

FIG. 29. Information flow in the calculation of expansion co-
efficients for exc in a restricted semicardinal multiresolution
analysis on a good grid: forward transform (upper half), non-
linear local interaction (vertical connections in center of fig-
ure), inverse transform (lower half).

FIG. 30. Implications of good grid condition on scales (M :M
12) stemming from a single point (solid circle) on scale M
12 for functions of support 62: requirements of
P[DP11]IP11,PPCP2[CP]50 (solid arrows), points already re-
quired from lower levels (dashed arrows).
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products making up the transforms (134), (139), (136),
(141) with their restricted counterparts,
@IP11,P# , @I P11,P

21 # , @I P11,P
† # , @I P11,P

2† # , respectively.

From these considerations, we see that the forward
transform (135) executed with only surviving coefficients
gives

)
P5N21

M

@IP11,P#5P[CN]IN ,N21P[CN] . . . P[CN]IP12,P11P[CN]IP11,PP[CN]

5P[CN]IN ,N21P[CN] . . . P[CN]IP12,P11~P[CN]IP11,PP[CN]!

5P[CN]IN ,N21P[CN] . . . ~P[CN]IP12,P11P[CN]!IP11,P5P[CN]I, (164)

where we have collapsed the product telescopically us-
ing Eq. (162). Directly analogous considerations for the
inverse transform lead to

)
P5M

N21

@I P11,P
21 #5P[CN]J. (165)

Thus, we see that applying the algorithms (135) and
(140) to only the surviving coefficients leads to results on
the surviving points that are identical to what would be
obtained with the unrestricted transforms I and J. Note
that, because the left-hand sides of Eqs. (164) and (165)
are unchanged by post-multiplication by P[CN] , these re-
sults also confirm directly that Eqs. (159) and (160) are
obtained on good grids.

Finally, we note that the conjugate transforms defined
in Sec. III.E for any basis are the Hermitian conjugates
of the associated forward and inverse transforms. From
(159) and (160) and Eqs. (164) and (165), these are thus
simply

@I#†5 )
P5M

N21

@I P11,P
† # ,

@J#†5 )
P5N21

M

@I P11,P
2† # .

Composed entirely of restricted component operations,
these expressions are precisely what the algorithms
(137) and (142) compute when working only with data
on surviving points.

B. Operators

The procedure (156) for applying physical operators
divides the contributions to M into a sum of three
classes of contribution: smooth, proximate, and fine. The
proximate contributions call upon MQ ,P to collect data
from functions present in the basis onto coefficients
present in the basis. Thus, regardless of the form of the
restriction, the restriction of these parts of M amounts
to ignoring coefficients restricted from the basis, which is
precisely what is accomplished when carrying out Eq.
(156) on data associated with only the surviving points.
Algebraically, this corresponds to the fact that restrict-

ing Eq. (151) leads to corresponding expressions with all
component operations replaced by their restricted coun-
terparts. The proximate contributions in Eq. (156) are
therefore always restrictable.

The smooth contributions, on the other hand, do im-
pose conditions on the restriction. The contributions
(153) connect the single-scale basis associated with
CQ2l through the operatorM onto the multiscale basis
functions associated with the points of LQ . To ensure
that no information is lost when computing these contri-
butions, the restriction must be such that for each func-
tion ba(x) in the basis from @LQ# , all scaling functions
bb(x) from level Q2l (l levels coarser) that overlap, or
touch, ba(x) must also be included in the basis,

P[LQ]MQ ,Q2l PCQ2l 2[CQ2l ]50. (166)

Algebraically, this condition allows the transition from
the first to the second line in the derivation

@PLQ
MQ ,Q2l IN :M#5P[LQ]MQ ,Q2l PCQ2l

IN :MP[CN]

5P[LQ]MQ ,Q2l P[CQ2l ]IN :MP[CN]

5@PLQ
#@MQ ,Q2l #@IN :M# , (167)

which establishes that the coarse contributions to @M#
may be computed correctly while processing data on the
surviving points only. Figure 31 illustrates the require-
ments of the this condition for functions of support 62
when using the l 52 version of the algorithm.

Finally, we turn to the finer contributions. The first
term in the recursion (155) for these contributions is of
the same generally restrictable form as the proximate
contributions and so imposes no condition on the re-
striction. However, proper computation of the second
term of Eq. (155) requires a condition on the grid which
is slightly stronger than Eq. (166). Now we must require
that for each basis function ba(x) in the basis, all scaling
functions from levels that are at least l levels coarser
which touch ba(x) must also be included in the basis,

PCQ2[CQ]MP[FQ]50. (168)

From the definition (154) of F, this is equivalent to
FQP[CN]5@FQ# . Combining the Q11 case of this con-
dition with the previously established good-grid condi-
tion (161), we see that, when computing on only surviv-
ing coefficients, the second term in Eq. (155) gives
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@PCQ
#@IQ11,Q

† #@FQ11#5P[CQ]IQ11,Q
† @FQ11#

5P[CQ]IQ11,Q
† FQ11P[CN]

5@PCQ
IQ11,Q

† FQ11# , (169)

precisely the correct restricted result.
We refer to condition (168), which contains Eq. (166)

as a special case, as the l -level grid-touching condition.
Combined with the good-grid condition (161), this con-
dition ensures that the procedure given in Sec. VI.B
gives correct results for integral-differential operators,
even in restricted multiresolution analyses. Note that the
l -level grid-touching condition requires that the situa-
tion illustrated in Fig. 31 holds not only for the scaling
functions on scale Q but also for all coarser scales R
,Q as well.

As the scale separation l increases, the detail func-
tion on the lower scales appear relatively smaller, and
the grid-touching condition becomes weaker. In the lim-
iting case of very large l , the support of the detail func-
tions appears like a single point and the touching condi-
tion approaches the good-grid condition. For low l , the
differences in the conditions on the restriction can have
important consequences. For example, going from l
51, which corresponds to the nonstandard multiply of
Beylkin et al. (1991), to l 52 allows for quicker changes
in resolution that have been shown to accelerate calcu-
lations by over a factor of four for the restrictions typi-
cally encountered in atomic calculations (Lippert, Arias,
and Edelman, 1998).

As a closing note, the alternative restriction condi-
tions

PCQ2l 2[CQ2l ]IN :MP[CN]50,

P[CQ]IQ11,Q
† PCQ112[CQ11]50

would also allow for proper computation of the smooth
and fine contributions in (167) and (169), respectively.
These conditions, however, are ‘‘finer-looking’’ in the
sense that each function in the basis requires the pres-
ence of functions on even finer scales. This leads to an
infinite chain of conditions that ultimately requires the
multiresolution analysis to be of infinite resolution. As a
result, the l -level touching condition is the appropriate
condition to impose in real computations.

VIII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Mallat and Meyer’s development of multiresolution
analysis provides a tool not only of great use in func-

tional analysis and signal processing but also of great
potential for the study of physical systems exhibiting be-
havior on multiple length scales. In particular, multireso-
lution analysis provides the first practical possibility for
a unified, systematic treatment of core and valence be-
havior in the electronic structure of molecular and
condensed-matter systems. The first all-electron density-
functional calculations of atoms and molecules carried
out with this approach—Arias (1995), and Arias et al.
(1995), Sec. I—have demonstrated that multiresolution
analysis provides an extremely efficient means of repre-
senting the core and valence electrons simulataneously.
In fact, all electron calculations may now be carried out
with a number of coeficients comparable to their
pseudopotential counterparts. Latter work underscores
the promising possibilities of combining multiresolution
analysis with pseudopotential theory (Wei and Chou,
1996), developing dynamic restriction schemes (Tymc-
zak and Wang, 1997), and using lifted bases for some
phases of the calculations (Goedecker and Ivanov,
1998). Finally, the recent development of the theory of
fast restrictable algorithms for semicardinal bases—
Lippert et al. (1998), Sec. VII—by allowing the coeffi-
cients in restricted bases to be processed with roughly
the same efficiency as plane wave coefficients, now
paves the way for the first application of multiresolution
analysis to the calculation of the electronic structure of
large, complex systems.

In closing, the author would like to leave the reader
with the understanding that many opportunities remain
for making significant contributions to the field of the
multiresolution analysis of electronic structure. The ba-
sic groundwork is now in place, but many interesting
and important open questions remain. For example, the
differing stiffnesses of the core and valence degrees of
freedom clearly call for some new form of precondition-
ing. The significant expense of solving Poisson’s equa-
tion at each electronic iteration indicates that methods
that search directly for the saddle point of the LDA
Lagrangian will be more efficient than present ap-
proaches. Also, procedures are needed to anticipate ac-
curately the changes in the expansion coefficients of the
wave functions as the nuclei move. Finally, there is the
intriguing possibility that the weakness of the coupling
between the core and valence degrees of freedom will
allow the atomic cores to be treated independently and
in parallel.
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APPENDIX A: COFACTORS OF THE SEMICARDINAL
TWO-SCALE DECOMPOSITION MATRIX

In this Appendix, we determine the cofactors of the
matrix

Pij[~21 !h i•h j,

where, as defined in the text, the h i range over the set
$0,1%d.

The central result we use to determine these cofactors
is that P252dI , which we show by explicit computation,

~P2! ij5(
k

PikPkj

5 (
$hk%

)
e51

d

~21 !~h i!e~hk!e1~hk!e~h j!e

5)
e51

d

(
$~hk!e50,1%

~21 !~hk!e„~h i!e1~h j!e…

5)
e51

d

„11~21 !~h i!e1~h j!e
…

5)
e51

d

~2d~h i!e ,~h j!e
!

52dd ij .

With P252dI established, we have P215P/2d

5(cof P)T/det P , where cof P is the matrix of the cofac-
tors of the matrix P. To determine det P , we note that
det P25(2d)2d

, so udet Pu5(2d)2d21
. Thus,

cof P5~det P !~P2T!

5„6~2d!2d21
…S 1

2d
PTD

56~2d!2d2121PT.

Because all entries in the top row of P are unity, the
elements of the first column of the cofactor matrix,
needed at the end of Sec. V.B.3, all have a single con-
stant value, 6(2d)2d2121.
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